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RECOMMENDATION: 

 
(a) That approval be given to Zoning Application ZAC-12-013, by Waterdown Bay 

Ltd., for a change in zoning to permit a residential, commercial, and mixed-use 
subdivision, for lands located at 392, 488, and 530 Dundas Street East 
(Flamborough), as shown on Appendix “A” to Report PED13140, on the following 
basis: 

 
(i) That the draft By-law, attached as Appendix “B” to Report PED13140, 

which has been prepared in a form satisfactory to the City Solicitor, be 
enacted by City Council; 

 
(ii) That the proposed changes in zoning are consistent with the Provincial 

Policy Statement, conform with the Places to Grow Growth Plan, and the 
Urban Hamilton Official Plan;  
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(iii) That the proposed development satisfies the intent of the Waterdown 
South Secondary Plan, providing for a residential, mixed-use, and 
commercial subdivision that is consistent with existing and planned future 
developments of the area. 
 

(b) That the Draft Plan of Subdivision conditions, as contained within Appendix “E” to 
Report PED13140, in addition to the balance of By-law provisions that affect 
lands formally considered under previous Zoning Application ZAC-05-066, as 
contained in Appendix “A” of Report PED13140, be  endorsed by City Council; 
and that staff be directed to present these conditions and applicable By-law 
provisions to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) in support of the proposed 
development, subject to such modifications as staff may identify of a technical or 
minor nature during the course of the Board proceedings or pertaining to drafting 
issues.  

 
(c) That payment of Cash-in-Lieu of Parkland will be required, pursuant to Section 

51 of the Planning Act, prior to the Building Permit stage.  The calculation for the 
Cash-in-Lieu payment shall be based on the value of the lands on the day prior 
to the day of issuance of each Building Permit, with the exception of the 
townhouse and multiple dwelling blocks, to which payment shall be based on the 
value of the land on the day prior to the issuance of the first Building Permit for 
each said block. 

 
Parkland credits may be applied on a land value basis to the proposed Draft Plan 
of Subdivision in the event of any over-dedication of Parkland from the 
registration of the Draft Plan of Subdivision 25T200513. 
 
All in accordance with the Financial Policies for Development and the City’s 
Parkland Dedication By-law, as approved by Council, and which is without 
prejudice to any determination of the implications of the Memorandum of 
Agreement, dated October 30, 1997. 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this application is to permit a residential, mixed-use, and commercial 
development.  The proposed Zoning By-law would facilitate the Draft Plan of 
Subdivision currently before the OMB, which would create approximately 2,580 
dwellings and a potential 25,000 sq. m of retail and service commercial space.  In 
addition, a number of Parkland and conservation uses will be created. 
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The zoning application will be implemented through Subdivision Application 
25T200513R.  This subdivision application, in addition to Zoning Amendment 
Application ZAC-05-066, was previously appealed to the OMB.  However, the decision 
by the Board is outstanding, until such time as a zoning application to consider the 
balance of lands not previously considered under Application ZAC-05-066 has been 
appropriately dealt with.  As such, the Zoning By-law attached to this Report is 
accompanied by a proposed list of subdivision conditions.  It is recommended that 
Council endorse these conditions and approve the attached By-law, and that both the 
approval of the By-law and endorsement of the attached conditions be presented to the 
OMB for approval and enactment.  
 
The proposal can be supported, as it is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement, 
conforms to the Places to Grow – Growth Plan and the Urban Hamilton Official Plan. 
 
Alternatives for Consideration - See Page 32. 
 
FINANCIAL / STAFFING / LEGAL IMPLICATIONS  
 
Financial: N/A. 
 
Staffing: N/A. 
 
Legal: As required by the Planning Act, Council shall hold at least one (1) Public 

Meeting to consider applications for Amendments to the Zoning By-law. 
 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND   
 
Proposal: 
 
The subject lands are located south of Dundas Street East, north of Mountain Brow 
Road and between Evans Road and Waterdown Road in Waterdown (see Appendix 
“A”).  The application seeks to modify the existing zoning to permit a large residential, 
mixed-use, and commercial development of approximately 2,580 dwellings, and a 
maximum potential of 25,000sq.m of retail and service commercial space.  In addition, a 
number of Parkland and conservation uses will be created. 
 
The lands currently are vacant, although it is noted that an earlier phase of the 
development has been previously approved and constructed for residential and 
institutional development.  The area proposed for the development has been the subject 
of recent and detailed review, as it forms a predominant amount of the recently 
approved Waterdown South Secondary Plan. 
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The Secondary Plan was approved by the OMB following appeals filed by a number of 
parties, including the owner of the subject lands, as well as adjacent properties to the 
west.  The approval of the Secondary Plan precipitated from a mediated settlement, 
whereby the City of Hamilton, residents of Flanders Drive, as well as the owner of the 
subject lands, were able to establish consensus and agree on the Secondary Plan.  
This mediated outcome was final approved by the Board on August 13, 2012. 
 
The current application, therefore, represents the natural extension of these 
agreements, providing the required justification and development statistics necessary to 
ensure the development meets the intent of the Secondary Plan.  In support of this, the 
applicant submitted the following, but not limited to, studies: Environmental Impact 
Study, Functioning Servicing Report, and Traffic Impact Study.  The merits of these 
studies and overall development are assessed, in detail, within the Analysis/Rationale 
section of this Report. 
 
Chronology of Events: 
 
 May 31, 2005:  Subdivision application was submitted. 
 
 December 6, 2006:  Application was appealed. 
 
 September 15, 2010: Secondary Plan approved by Council. 
 
 August 13, 2012:  Secondary Plan approved by the OMB. 
 
 May 9, 2012:  Zoning and Subdivision Amendment application submitted. 
 
 June 8, 2012:  Notice of complete application mailed to all land owners

 within 120m of the subject property. 
 
 April 12, 2013:  Notice of Public Meeting mailed to all land owners within 

 120m of the subject property. 
 

Details of Submitted Application: 
 
Location: 392, 488 and 530 Dundas Street East (Flamborough) 
 
Owners: Waterdown Bay Ltd. 
 
Agent: Webb Planning Consultants 
 
Property Description: Frontage: 1,355m (Highway 5) 

 Lot Depth: 875m 
 Area:  23 ha 
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EXISTING LAND USE AND ZONING: 
 

 Existing Land Use Existing Zoning 
 

Subject Lands: Vacant Agricultural "A", Parkway Belt 
Open Space "O1", Conservation 

Management "CM", Highway 
Commercial "CH-5", Modified 

Surrounding Lands: 
 

  

North Vacant, 
Environmentally 
Significant Area 

Agricultural "A", Conservation 
Management "CM" 

 
 

South Residential, Vacant, 
Environmentally 
Significant Area 

Urban Protected Residential   
"R1-4", Modified, Parkway Belt 

Open Space "O1" 
 

East Vacant, 
Environmentally 
Significant Area 

Parkway Belt Open  
Space "O1" 

 
West 

 
Vacant, Residential, 

Institutional 

 
Neighbourhood Institutional, "I1" 
and Open Space "P4" (Hamilton 

Zoning By-law No. 05-200), 
Medium Density Residential,   
"R1-38", "R1-39", "R6-19",      
"R6-20", Modified, Urban 

Residential (Single Detached) 
"R1-4", Modified 

 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Niagara Escarpment Plan: 
 
The subject lands are located within the Niagara Escarpment Plan Area, and are 
designated as “Urban Area”.  Staff notes that the lands are outside of the Niagara 
Escarpment Commission’s (NEC) Development Control Area.  Comments received from 
the NEC have determined that their interests were secured through their involvement in 
the Secondary Plan process.  They reserve the opportunity to comment with respect to 
the proposed water tower, and with respect to any visual impact assessments that 
would be required in order to allow additional heights of buildings, in accordance with 
the policies of the Waterdown South Secondary Plan. 
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It is noted that a Holding provision has been included in the recommended Zoning     
By-law ensuring additional height above 8-storeys is not permitted until an approved 
Visual Impact Assessment has been submitted, to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Planning (see Appendix “B” - Provision 12.iii)).  It is considered that this would 
satisfactorily address the comments of the NEC. 
 
Provincial Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe: 
 
The application has been reviewed with respect to the Provincial Growth Plan for the 
Greater Golden Horseshoe (Places to Grow).  The application is consistent with the 
policies that direct new growth to the built up areas, as per the policies contained in 
Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.  The proposal maintains the intent to develop and create 
compact and complete communities.  Therefore, the applications conform to the Places 
to Grow Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe. 
 
Provincial Policy Statement: 
 
The application has been reviewed with respect to the Provincial Policy Statement 
(PPS).  Staff recognizes that the application is consistent with the policies that focus 
growth in Settlement Areas, Policy 1.1.3.1. 
 
However, Policy 1.1.1 (c) outlines that healthy, liveable, and safe communities are 
sustained by avoiding development and land use patterns which may cause 
environmental or public health and safety concerns.  Policy 3.2.2 states that 
contaminated sites shall be remediated, as necessary, prior to any activity of the site 
with the proposed use such that there will be no adverse effects.  Staff notes that the 
subject lands are located adjacent to 490 Dundas Street East, which contains an 
existing gas station.  Accordingly, staff will require the submission of a Record of Site 
Condition (RSC) as a condition of the Draft Plan of Subdivision application for the 
subject lands.  This is recommended in Draft Plan Condition 60 of Appendix “E”. 
 
In addition, Policy 1.7.1(e) outlines that long term economic prosperity will be supported 
by planning so that major facilities (such as airports, transportation corridors, sewage 
treatment facilities, waste management systems, industries, and aggregate activities) 
and sensitive land uses are appropriately designed, buffered, and separated from each 
other to prevent adverse effects from odor, noise, and other contaminants, and 
minimize risk to public health and safety.  Staff notes that the subject lands are intended 
to be developed to include residential components located adjacent to Dundas Street 
East.  The proximity of the proposed sensitive land use to a road noise source triggers 
the requirement for a Noise Study.   
 
Staff notes that a Noise Study, titled “Environmental Noise Impact Study Waterdown 
Bay Subdivision, Phase 2, Part of Lots 2, 3, 4, and 5, Concession 3, Formerly in the 
Township of East Flamborough, Now in the City of Hamilton”, dated June 2012, and 
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prepared by dBA Environmental Services Inc., was submitted with the subject 
applications.   
 
Staff has reviewed the aforementioned Study, and concur with the finding of the Report 
that noise mitigation is feasible.  However, staff requires the submission of an 
Addendum to the Noise Study to confirm the requirement for and location of noise 
barriers for those dwelling units having Outdoor Living Areas (OLAs) located adjacent to 
or in close proximity to Burke Street.  In addition, the Noise Study Addendum will need 
to project traffic volumes for Dundas Street East and Burke Street to a minimum of 10 
years post construction. The Noise Study Addendum should be submitted once the 
proposed plan has been draft approved.  Further, once staff has provided clearance on 
the Noise Study information, the approved noise mitigation measures will need to be 
implemented through the Subdivision Agreement for the subject lands. This is 
recommended in Draft Plan Condition 61 of Appendix “E”. 
 
Further, Policy 2.1.6 outlines that development shall not be permitted on adjacent lands 
to the natural heritage features identified (i.e. significant wetlands) unless the ecological 
function of the adjacent lands has been evaluated and it has been demonstrated that 
there will be no negative impacts on the natural features or on their ecological functions.  
Staff notes that the subject lands contain a portion of the Waterdown Woods 
Environmentally Significant Area (ESA # 9).  A scoped Environmental Impact Study and 
Tree Inventory, dated July 2012 and April 2012, respectively, were submitted in support 
of the application.  Subject to the Draft Plan Conditions, as contained within Appendix 
“E”, it is considered that this provincial interest has been addressed. 
 
It is noted that Conservation Halton has provided detailed comments with respect to the 
proposal, and further, has a number of outstanding items that need to be addressed.  
As discussed within this Report, staff considers that through the proposed implementing 
By-law and recommended Draft Plan Conditions, sufficient opportunity exists to 
satisfactorily address these items. 
 
Finally, Policy 2.6.2 outlines that development and site alteration may be permitted on 
lands containing archaeological resources or areas of archaeological potential if 
significant archaeological resources have been conserved by removal and 
documentation, or preservation on site.  Where significant archaeological resources 
must be preserved on site, only development and site alteration, which maintains the 
heritage integrity of the site, may be permitted.  Staff notes that the subject lands are 
located within an area of archaeological potential.   
 
One registered archaeological site remains on the subject property, and the applicant 
has stated their intent in the archaeological report (PIF P018-144-2005) to conserve the 
site in place and transfer ownership to the City or Conservation Authority.  The Ministry 
of Tourism, Culture, and Sport has specified conditions which are to be met prior to 
such transfers of property encompassing archaeological sites for their long term 
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conservation.  These requirements have been addressed through Conditions of Draft 
Plan Approval 67-68 in Appendix “E”. 
  
New Urban Hamilton Official Plan (Under Appeal): 
 
The Urban Hamilton Official Plan received Ministerial Approval from the Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs and Housing on March 16, 2011, and following the decision by the 
Ontario Municipal Board on August 16, 2013, portions of the plan have come into force 
and effect.   
 
The subject lands are designated as “Neighbourhoods” and “Major Open Space” on 
Schedule E-1 of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, and are intended to accommodate a 
variety of land uses and promote and support residential intensification.  It is noted that 
the residential intensification policies remain under appeal, however, notwithstanding 
this, the subject lands are further guided by the detailed policies of the Waterdown 
South Secondary Plan.   
 
The portions of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan regarding the Waterdown South 
Secondary Plan are in full force and effect.  A detailed assessment of the proposal 
against this Secondary Plan is provided below. 
   
Waterdown South Secondary Plan: 
 
The subject lands represent a significant portion of the Waterdown South Secondary 
Plan Area.  As such, a majority of the policies and principles envisioned in the 
Secondary Plan are directly relevant to this proposal.  In order to avoid an exhaustive 
review, staff has drawn upon the more significant policies and principles of the Plan 
and, subsequently, assessed the degree to which these policies have been satisfactorily 
addressed throughout the proposal. 
 
Residential Designation: 
 
With regard to the residential designations, the general residential policies of the Plan 
provide broad context and guidance with respect to the form and function of the 
residential areas.  Policies such as A.9.3.1.1 typify the overall intent to not only direct 
variation of form and density to certain areas of the Plan, but to encourage within those 
areas, variation in how that form and density is designed, as it states: 
 
“A.9.3.1.1.c A broad range and mix of housing types are promoted between and within 

residential density categories.  The City shall strive to achieve a variety of 
building types within each density category, such that no portion of the 
Secondary Plan Area is dominated by one housing type, and to provide an 
interesting streetscape.” 
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It is considered that the proposed development will satisfactorily achieve this intent.  
The proposed density and form of each residential designation, as determined by the 
Plan, has been met, and further, variation within these designations has been achieved.  
The single detached lots have frontages that vary along any given street, and will be 
subject to design conditions that will ensure elevations in key and sensitive locations are 
enhanced.  The townhouse blocks will similarly vary in form and density, consisting of 
stacked, back-to-back and live-work units, and will be varied in terms of block lengths 
ranging from 3 to 8 units.  This will be secured through the lotting pattern of the 
subdivision and through the design conditions attached to the Draft Plan Approval    
(see Appendix “D” and Conditions 57-59 of Appendix “E”). 
 
The opportunity for higher densities will be permitted within certain locations of the Plan, 
and given that these multiple dwelling and mixed-use buildings will be subject to Site 
Plan approval, there will be sufficient opportunity to ensure all pertinent and relevant 
policies of the Plan are achieved. 
 
With particular reference to two areas of concern, it is noted that specific language to 
address the concerns of the existing residents along Flanders Drive was included in the 
OMB decision, as it pertains to the lot sizes of those proposed lots that would be 
contiguous to the existing units on Flanders Drive.  Policy A.9.3.1.2 b) identifies this 
area as a transition area between the established and proposed development and, as 
such, requires ‘all new lots immediately opposite those on Flanders Drive and Rosecliffe 
Place have a similar lot width at the point where the new lots are opposite to the existing 
lots, and in no case shall the lot width at the point opposite to the existing lots be 
narrower than 18.2m’.  These lots are also required to have a ‘maximum building height 
of 2.5 storeys’.  As detailed in the proposed By-law (see Appendix “B” - Provisions 2.(b) 
and 2.(c)), these requirements will be achieved and secured. 
 
Secondly, as detailed within the proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision, backlotting is 
proposed along a small section of Mountain Brow Road and Burke Street.  Policies 
A.9.3.1.1(k) and A.9.4.2(i) discourage the use of reverse frontage lotting patterns, 
unless it can be demonstrated that no other alternative development form or street 
patterns are feasible.   
 
With respect to Mountain Brow Road, this road is considered a special character road, 
based on aspects such as the existing vegetation, their ability to provide transition to the 
natural area, and their rural cross section.  As such, Policy A.9.4.7 states that it is the 
objective of the plan that the existing rural road cross-section, including existing mature 
vegetation fronting onto the street, be maintained, where feasible.  Through engineering 
submissions, it was determined that significant changes to the elevation and alignment 
of this special character road would be required if the proposal were to avoid reverse 
lotting.  As an alternative option, the applicant, therefore, has proposed reverse lotting, 
which would allow the existing elevation, existing vegetation, and alignment of Mountain 
Brow Road to remain largely intact.  In support of this approach, the applicant has 
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submitted a conceptual section and plan views of Mountain Brow Boulevard, and 
conceptual fence details, in order to ensure the impact of reverse lotting is mitigated.  
 
It is, therefore, considered that in order to balance the competing objectives of the Plan, 
the Urban Design Brief to be required as a condition of Draft Plan Approval, shall in 
addition, provide more specific details regarding fence height and materials, and the 
rear building elevations, in order to demonstrate how the impact of the reverse frontage 
lots will be minimized (see Appendix “E” - Condition 56).  In addition, the Zoning Bylaw 
will include the prohibition of board-on-board and chain link fencing adjacent to 
Mountain Brow Boulevard, and restrictions on the size of accessory structures          
(see Appendix “B” - Provision 4.(o)).  It is considered that this approach would 
successfully maintain the Special Character of Mountain Brow, while also achieving 
appropriate urban design standards to ensure the reverse lotting proposed is 
appropriate. 
 
With respect to Burke Road, the applicant was required to eliminate and/or reduce 
substantially the use of retaining walls.  In order to achieve this, reverse lotting has been 
proposed along a short portion of Burke Road.  Similar to the approach above, design 
conditions of Draft Approval have been recommended to ensure enhanced design for 
noise walls and elevations are required (see Appendix “E” - Draft Plan - Condition 56).  
 
Finally, a number of lots adjacent the proposed Stormwater Management Ponds have 
been placed within a Holding provision until such time that staff is satisfied that the 
sizing of the ponds have been confirmed.  This is intended to provide additional 
flexibility following detailed review and implementation of the engineering submissions 
(see Appendix “B” - Provision 12.(i). 
 
On the above basis, it is considered that the proposed residential development of the 
subdivision satisfactorily meets the intent of the Secondary Plan. 
 
Commercial Designations: 
 
The commercial component of the plan is divided into a hierarchy, differentiating 
between ‘District’, ‘Mixed-Use Medium’, and ‘Neighbourhood Node’.  The general 
policies of the plan indicate that the intent of the designations is to support commuting 
and transit services, and to create neighbourhood identity and focal points.  As such, 
mixed-uses are strongly encouraged with the commercial component at grade and 
residential uses above.  In addition, the amount and scale of new retail development is 
limited, in order to ensure the commercial areas complement and do not impact on the 
planned function of established commercial areas of Waterdown.  This is achieved 
through the strategic location of these three designations, in addition to more 
prescriptive policies detailing the form and function of these areas. 
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District Commercial: 
 
The District Commercial component is located in the easterly portion of the Secondary 
Plan, to the east of Grindstone Creek, benefitting from direct frontage onto Dundas 
Street East.  This designation has been planned to accommodate a range of retail and 
service commercial uses intended to serve the weekly and day-to-day retail and service 
needs of the residents of the Secondary Plan.  Maximum floor capacities are 
determined within the policies of the Plan to ensure that while the retail and service 
needs of the Secondary Plan residents are accommodated, the overall impact of this 
additional retail and service area complements, and does not impact, the existing 
commercial areas within Waterdown.  As reviewed in greater detail in the 
Analysis/Rationale section of this Report, the range of uses and floor areas requested 
by the applicant for this designation reflect the intent and direction of the 
aforementioned policies. 
 
It is noted that a Holding provision has been attached to the implementing By-law for the 
lands within the District Commercial designation in order to ensure that the timing of the 
development of the District Commercial lands are commensurate with the intent and 
planned function of the pedestrian Retail Main Street, located in the “Mixed-Use 
Medium” Density designation.  Staff considers it prudent to have full build out of the 
Retail Main Street (see Street “A” of Appendix “H”), prior to the full build out of the 
District Commercial area, in order to ensure the intent of the different commercial areas 
are achieved. 
 
The Holding provision also identifies that the portion of District Commercial lands 
abutting Dundas Street East not be developed until such time as the proposed 
realignment of Grindstone Creek has been approved by the City of Hamilton and 
Conservation Halton, and the necessary easements, in favour of the City, have been 
established (see Appendix “B” - Provision 12.(ii). 
  
Mixed-Use Medium: 
 
The “Mixed-Use Medium” designation is located adjacent Dundas Street East, central of 
the Secondary Plan, divided into two areas, either side of Collector Road “A”.  This 
designation is intended to accommodate a range of residential, commercial, 
institutional, and service uses.  The designation supports either primarily residential or 
primarily commercial uses, but it envisioned that the area will, over time, evolve into a 
truly mixed-use area with commercial and residential areas accommodated within the 
same building or within different buildings within the same lot.  Notwithstanding this, 
policies within the Secondary Plan limit stand-alone residential areas along the intended 
Retail Main Street (see Street “A” of Appendix “H”).  The intent for this street is to 
accommodate the planned function of a pedestrian-oriented Retail Main Street and, as 
such, a number of polices related to the form and function apply, in particular, to this 
street.   
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The general intent of the Retail Main Street is to have commercial uses at grade, and 
have the buildings located within close proximity to the street in order to provide a 
conducive design element that promotes the walkability and experience of a traditional 
main street.  Such elements would also include the encouragement of Parking at the 
rear, as well as wider sidewalks and additional landscaping and enhanced street 
furniture. 
 
The Draft Plan of Subdivision and implementing By-law proposed would, in addition to 
the requested subdivision conditions, ensure that the intent and function of the 
designation is achieved.  In particular, the By-law, as it pertains to the Retail Main 
Street, has established a number of provisions, including minimum setbacks and range 
of permitted uses, which will satisfactorily achieve the planned function and design of 
this Street.  These provisions are discussed in more detail in the Analysis/Rationale 
section of this Report. 
 
Neighbourhood Node: 
 
The “Neighbourhood Node” designation is to function as a neighbourhood focal point, 
which meets the day-to-day commercial needs of nearby residents and those within 
walking distance.  Consequently, the form, function, and location of these designations 
are noticeably different to that of the “District” and “Mixed-Use Medium” designations.  
The Neighbourhood Nodes are located within the interior of the Secondary Plan area, 
and are significantly smaller in area.  While they continue to have frontage on 
Collector/Arterial roads for access purposes, the intent is clearly to encourage access 
by pedestrians who reside in the immediate residential areas.  Similar design objectives 
of the other two commercial designations are incorporated within this designation, 
including contemplation of reduced Parking rates, with Parking located toward the rear 
of properties, and the buildings brought forward to the building line.  Emphasis is placed 
on convenience type commercial uses, as well as live-work and medium density 
housing forms.  On this basis, given that both residential and commercial forms are 
intended to co-exist, and endorsed through the amending By-law (see Appendix “B” - 
Provision 7.6.3), warning clauses have been recommended to be placed on all 
Purchase and Sale Agreements for residential units within this designation                 
(see Appendix “E” - Condition 64).  The warning clauses are intended to inform 
prospective purchasers that such commercial uses are permitted as-of-right, and 
potentially would not require a public process in order to be implemented. 
 
In addition, design policies of the plan encourage a village square approach, whereby a 
meeting place, in the form of a Parkette, has been proposed by the applicant in 
proximity to the node located at the intersection of Burke and Skinner.  This Parkette will 
be constructed and maintained by the applicant, and will not form part of the Parkland 
dedication requirement.   
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It is considered that subject to further review of the design, through appropriate design 
conditions attached to the Draft Plan Approval (see Appendix “E” - Conditions 56-58), 
this approach satisfies the intent of the Plan design policies.  Further, the remaining 
nodes and associated village square requirements will be addressed through the above 
discussed conditions of Draft Plan and Site Plan approval.  
 
Pedestrian Trail System, Sidewalks, and Bicycle Paths: 
 
The Secondary Plan requires the implementation of measures to facilitate pedestrian 
movements to encourage more active lifestyles and a sustainable community.  As such, 
through implementation of the proposed Draft Plan and subsequent recommended 
conditions of approval (see Appendix “E” - Conditions 65-66), the incorporation of 
bicycle paths, trail system, and sidewalks will be required and secured to serve the 
community and provide linkages to the open spaces and Parks developed within the 
subdivision. 
 
On the basis of the above, the proposed development is considered to conform with the 
Urban Hamilton Official Plan, in general, and the Waterdown South Secondary Plan, in 
particular. 
 
RELEVANT CONSULTATION 
 
The following Departments and Agencies had no comments or objections: 
 
 Operations and Waste Management Division, Public Works Department. 
 Union Gas. 
 HydroOne. 
 Canada Post. 
 Bell Canada. 
 
Recreation Division (Community Services Department): 
 
Recreation Planning staff advises that the Park locations were set by the Waterdown 
South Secondary Plan, and are evenly distributed throughout the community.  The Park 
sizes generally meet the size requirements for a Neighbourhood Park.  Recreation 
Planning staff is pleased to see that the school block has frontage on two roads, making 
it more accessible and visible in the community.   
 
The Secondary Plan shows the lots fronting onto Mountain Brow Road as part of a 
Special Character Road area.  In addition, given the rural cross-section, a 4m, multi-use 
path was also shown on the Secondary Plan along Mountain Brow Road.   
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The applicant should be advised that Cash-in-Lieu of Parkland Dedication will be 
payable at the Building Permit stage, and will be addressed through the Draft Plan of 
Subdivision. 
 
Environment and Sustainable Infrastructure Division (Public Works Department): 
 
It is requested that all road widenings, as detailed in the requisite Official Plans, be 
taken.  In addition, it is noted that a trail is to be constructed along the Hydro Corridor, 
which is to be a minimum of 4m wide granular path either side of the proposed Open 
Space block.  This is included within the Draft Plan Conditions (see Appendix              
“E” - Conditions 65-66).  
  
Forestry and Horticulture Section (Public Works Department): 
 
Submission and approval of a Tree Management Plan shall be required as a Condition 
of Draft Plan Approval.  This is secured through the Standard Form Subdivision 
Agreement. 
 
Corridor Management (Public Works Department): 
 
With respect to the zoning application, Traffic staff raised no concern or comments. 
 
With respect to the proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision, Traffic staff recommended that a 
number of conditions be attached to any approval.  While the majority of conditions and 
issues have been addressed, the construction of a roundabout has not been 
recommended by Planning staff on the basis of land use and design objective concerns.   
 
Hamilton Municipal Parking Services (HMPS): 
 
HMPS has no concerns with the Zoning Amendment, provided it does not preclude the 
applicant from providing adequate Parking for these units. 
 
An on-street Parking plan, showing the location of all proposed Parking spaces, fire 
hydrants, and ‘super mailboxes’ (if applicable) will be required.  Parking in front of fire 
hydrants and mailboxes is prohibited.  Parking along the perimeter of a Park or school 
property is prohibited, unless the property is fenced. 
 
A minimum of 6.5m between driveways is recommended to accommodate a Parking 
space and comfortable manoeuvring room for residents accessing their driveways 
(particularly in winter conditions).   
 
All driveways and garages should be appropriately dimensioned to ensure their use for 
Parking.   
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These issues will be addressed and secured through approval of the Draft Plan 
Conditions. 
 
Fire Department (Community and Emergency Services Department): 
 
A proposed new Fire Hall is included within the Draft Plan of Subdivision.  Discussions 
with the Fire Department indicated that direct access and priority signals are a 
requirement.  Although the proposed location currently is not intended to have a 
signalized intersection, review of the development at the Site Plan stage will ensure all 
necessary site requirements are provided. 
 
Hydro One: 
 
Staff at Hydro One has confirmed, that subject to standard conditions, they have no 
concerns.  Planning staff notes that one SWM pond is bisected by the Hydro Corridor 
and, therefore, has requested the applicant follow up directly with the Hydro Company 
in order to ensure such a layout meets with their approval. 
 
Niagara Escarpment Commission (NEC): 
 
Comments received from the NEC have determined that their interests were secured 
through their involvement in the Secondary Plan process.  They reserve the opportunity 
to comment with respect to the proposed water tower and any required visual impact 
assessments that would be required to allow additional heights of structures. 
 
It is noted that a Holding provision has been included in the recommended Zoning     
By-law ensuring additional height above 8-storeys is not permitted until an approved 
Visual Impact Assessment has been submitted, to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Planning (see Appendix “B” - Provision 12.iii)).  It is considered that his would 
satisfactorily address the comments of the NEC. 
 
Hamilton-Wentworth Public School Board (HWDSB): 
 
Discussions with representatives at the HWDSB have confirmed that the Board 
maintain interest in the proposed school site and are satisfied with the proposed 
location, which is in conformity with the approved Secondary Plan.  The HWDSB 
maintains concerns and seek assurances that the lands are graded and not used for the 
stockpiling of materials.  Through the Standard Form Subdivision Agreement, the City 
ensures all lands are graded in accordance with the approved grading plans, and 
further, are responsible for approval of fill and stockpiling plans and, as such, it is 
considered that the concerns of the HWDSB are sufficiently addressed. 
 
Standard HWDSB conditions of approval have been attached to the approval           
(see Appendix “E” - Conditions 75-78). 
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Conservation Halton: 
 
Conservation Halton has provided detailed comments with respect to the proposal    
(see Appendix “G). The information and issues are discussed in detail within the 
Analysis/Rationale section of this Report. 
 
PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
 
In accordance with the new provisions of the Planning Act and Council’s Public 
Participation Policy, 146 Notices of Complete Application and Preliminary Circulation 
were sent to property owners within 120m of the subject property on June 8, 2012, 
requesting public input on the application.  A further amended notice, including a copy 
of the Draft Plan of Subdivision was circulated on July 20, 2012.  To date, six comments 
have been received, and have been included in Appendix “F”. 
 
Two principle concerns were raised within the six letters.  Five of the letters/emails were 
from residents located on Flanders Drive and George Street.  These concerns regard 
the general impacts of the development and, in particular, the lot sizes of proposed units 
adjacent Flanders Drive.  The remaining letter concerned the impacts upon 
development potential for the land owner of 518 Dundas Street East (see Appendix “F”).  
These concerns are discussed in the Analysis/Rationale for Recommendation section of 
this Report. 
 
Further, Notice of the Public Meeting was given in accordance with the requirements of 
the Planning Act.  
 
ANALYSIS / RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION 
 
1. The proposal has merit and can be supported for the following reasons: 
 

(i) It conforms to the Places to Grow Plan, and is consistent with the 
Provincial Policy Statement, and conforms to the Hamilton-Wentworth 
Regional Official Plan; 

 
(ii) It conforms with the Town of Flamborough Official Plan; through 

implementing the intent of the Waterdown South Secondary Plan; and, 
 
(iii) It is compatible with the existing and planned development in the area. 
 

2. Waterdown Bay Secondary Plan: 
 

The Waterdown North Secondary Plan was subject to an appeal to the OMB.  The 
OMB final approved the Secondary Plan in August 2012.  Given that this is a recent 
Secondary Plan created and approved through extensive consultation and 
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mediation with the land owner, as well as the community, direction on the 
anticipated development for this area is clear and detailed.   
 
As discussed in the Policy Implications section of this Report, the proposed 
arrangement of land uses and densities satisfactorily achieves the intent of the 
Secondary Plan. 
 

3.  Zoning By-law Amendment: 
  

Given the level of detail contained within the applicable Secondary Plan, in 
addition to the scale of development, consisting of almost the entire balance of 
lands within the Secondary Plan, the accompanying By-law is extensive         
(see Appendix “B”).  This ensures that sufficient control has been exerted over 
each proposed zoning designation, and ensures conformity with the recently 
approved Secondary Plan, which in itself, regulates not only a number of different 
residential forms and densities, but also regulates the form and scale of 
commercial development. 
 
In order to present the extensive By-law in a more palatable form, the following 
table, dividing the varying residential and commercial uses, along with their 
performance standards intended to further regulate their scale and density, has 
been detailed below.  It should be noted that a number of generally accepted 
performance standard modifications detailed in the residential table have been 
requested and approved, most notably in recent subdivisions within the North 
Waterdown Secondary Plan Area, and that in general, the performance 
standards requested for this development meet or exceed those previously 
approved development standards. 

 
Residential Zones: 
 

Table 1.1 Standard “R1” Urban Residential (Single Detached) and “R4” 
(Semi-Detached and Link) By-law Requirements 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Zone Permitted 
Uses 

Minimum 
Frontage 

Front yard 
Set back 

Rear Yard 
Setback 

Max. 
Height 

“R1” Urban 
Residential 
(Single 
Detached) 
 

Single 
Detached 

18m 7.5m 7.5m 11m 

“R4” Urban 
Residential 
(Semi-
Detached and 
Link ) 
 

Link Dwelling 
 
Semi 
Detached 

9.5m 
 
6.7m 

7.5m 
 
7.5m 

7.5m 
 
7.5m 

11m 
 
11m 
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Table 1.2 Proposed “R1” Urban Residential (Single Detached) By-law 
Requirements 

Zone Permitted 
Uses 

Minimum 
Frontage 

Front yard 
Set back 

Rear Yard 
Setback 

Max. 
Height 

R1-62 
(Blocks 1 
and18 of 
By-law 
Schedule) 

Single 
Detached 

18.2m 3.0m, except 
5.8m to an 
attached 
garage or 
attached 
carport 
 

7.0m 2 ½ 
storey 
height 
max. 
 

R1-63 
(Blocks 2 
and 19 of 
By-law 
Schedule) 

Single 
Detached 

15.24m 3.0m, except 
5.8m to an 
attached 
garage or 
attached 
carport 
 

7.0m 10.5m 
height 
max. 
 

R1-64 
(Blocks 3 
and 17 of 
By-law 
Schedule) 

Single 
Detached 
Semi 
Detached 
Street 
Townhouse 

Single: 11.5m 
 
Semi: 7.5m 
 
Street 
Townhouse: 
5.5m 
 

3.0m, except 
5.8m to an 
attached 
garage or 
attached 
carport 

7.0m 2 ½ 
storey 
height 
max. 

R4-6 
(Blocks 4 
and14 of 
By-law 
Schedule) 
 
 

Single 
Detached 
Semi 
Detached 
Street 
Townhouse 

Single: 11.5m 
 
Semi: 7.5m 
 
Street 
Townhouse: 
5.5m 
 

3.0m, except 
5.8m to an 
attached 
garage or 
attached 
carport 

7.0m 3 storey 
height 
max. 

 
As detailed above, additional uses in the form of semi-detached and townhouses, 
will be permitted within certain “R1” and “R-4” Zones.  It is considered more 
appropriate to place these uses within these zones, as opposed to rezone the 
blocks to a zone which already permits the uses, as it is intended that these 
blocks maintain a low density character.  As such, although reductions to the 
standard provisions are requested (most notably lot frontage, height, and front 
yard requirements), it is considered that these modifications are reasonable, 
maintain the principles of new urbanism, and satisfactorily achieve the intent of 
the Secondary Plan designations. 
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Finally, although not detailed above, modifications to the required side yards are 
proposed.  The provisions, as requested, have been tailored to ensure they meet 
the intent of the new grading and drainage policy requirements with respect to 
accommodating overland flow routes.   
 
Table 2.1 Standard “R6” Medium Density Residential Zone By-law 

Requirements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.2 Proposed “R6” Medium Density Residential Zone By-law 
 Requirements 

Zone  Permitted 
Uses 

Minimum 
Frontage 

 Front yard 
Set back 

Rear Yard 
Setback  

Max. 
Height 

R6-30 
(Blocks 5 and13 
of By-law            
Schedule)  
MD2 - BLOCKS 

Single 
Detached  
 
Semi 
Detached  
 
Street 
Townhouse 
 
Townhouse 
 
 
Stacked 
Townhouse 
 
 
 
 

11.5m 
 
 
7.5m 
 
 
5.5m (Unit) 
 
 
30m 
(Block) 
 
30m 
(Block) 
 
 
 
 

3.0m, except 
5.8m to an 
attached 
garage or 
attached 
carport 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.0m 3 
storeys 
 
3 
storeys 
 
4 
storeys 
 
4 
storeys 
 
4 
storeys 
 
 
 
 

Zone  Permitted 
Uses 

Minimum 
Frontage 

Front yard 
Set back 

Rear Yard 
Setback  

Max. 
Height 

“R6” Medium 
Density 
Residential 
Zone  

Townhouse  
 
Street  
Townhouse  
 
Apartment 
Building 
 
Quadruplex 
 
Retirement 
Home 
 

30m 
 
6.5m 
 
 
30m 
 
 
20m 
 
30m 

7.5m 
 
7.5m 
 

 
7.5m 
 
 
16m 
 
10m 

7.5m 
 
7.5m 
 
 
7.5m 
 
 
6m 
 
7.5m 

11m 
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Maisonette 
 
 
Low Rise 
Apartment 

30m 
(Block) 
 
30m 
(Block) 
 

 
3.0m 

4 
storeys 
 
4 
storeys 
 

R6-31 
(Block 6 of By-
law Schedule)       
Neighbourhood 
Node 

Retail* 
Personal 
Service*  
Repair 
Shop* 
Dry 
Cleaner* 
*: ground 
floor only 
Office  
Street 
Townhouse  
Townhouse 
Stacked 
Townhouse 
Apartment 
Building  
Live-Work 
Unit  
 

Freehold: 
5.5m  
 
Block: 30m

0.0m, except 
5.8m to an 
attached 
garage or 
attached 
carport 

7.0m (except 
3.0m when 
abutting a 
Park 
Designation) 

4 
storeys

R6-32 
(Blocks 7 and 15 
of By-law 
Schedule) 
Street Town 
Houses Along 
Creek 
 

Street 
Townhouse 

5.5m   3.0m, except 
5.8m to an 
attached 
garage or 
attached 
carport 

7.0m 4 
storeys 
 

 
As detailed in the above table, a number of uses have been added to the 
standard “R6” Zone and defined through the implementing By-law, including 
stacked townhouses, live-work units, and limited commercial uses.  The 
accommodation of these uses, particularly in the “Neighbourhood Nodes”, is in 
recognition of the Secondary Plan, and the intent to facilitate more compact and 
sustainable communities through the accommodation of mixed-uses in 
appropriate locations. 
 
With respect to the density of development, it is considered that the proposed 
heights, lot frontages, rear yard depths, and front yard setbacks are all consistent 
with recent approvals within the Urban Area of Waterdown for Greenfield 
development, and represent an appropriate mix of development consistent with 
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the objectives of Provincial legislation, and more specifically, policy objectives of 
the South Waterdown Secondary Plan.  
 
It is noted that within the Neighbourhood Node areas, rear yards are able to be 
further reduced to 3.0m when abutting a “Park” designation.  With respect to the 
Draft Plan, the Park Block abutting the Neighbourhood Node would be for the 
purpose of creating a Village Square, a design component intended to act as a 
meeting place for members of the community.  It is considered that the character 
of these areas (mixed-use), with the additional requirement for a ‘Village Square’, 
which in themselves provide amenity and open areas, are considered 
appropriate. This Park would not be considered as part of the Parkland 
designation. 
 
Commercial Zones: 
 
Given the prescriptive Secondary Plan policies governing the type and form of 
commercial development within the South Waterdown Plan area (discussed in 
the Policy Implications section of this Report), inclusion of the standard Urban 
Commercial Zone provisions, for reference purposes, fails to provide any 
meaningful context on which to evaluate the requested modifications, particularly 
as the majority of the provisions are intended to fulfil the Secondary Plan 
objectives.   
 
The commercial areas have been divided into three main components, being: 
“Mixed-Use Medium” (outside of retail main street), “Mixed-Use Medium”    
(Retail Main Street), and “District Commercial”.  The “Mixed-Use Medium” 
component covers both an intended retail main street (Street “A”) and a general 
retail area.  The retail main street (as discussed in greater detail in the Policy 
Implication Section of this Report) is intended to create a pedestrian-oriented 
environment, characterized by buildings close to the street, wider sidewalks, and 
generous landscaping.  The opportunity for residential development is in the form 
of units located above the retail/commercial uses, with parking accessed from the 
rear.   
 
Urban Design Guidelines secured through conditions of draft approval            
(see Appendix “E” - Conditions 56-58), and ultimately implemented through Site 
Plan Approval, will ensure that the character and function of the retail main 
street, as envisioned, is achieved. 
 
The following provisions, therefore, are considered appropriate, based on the 
understanding that they facilitate the type and form of commercial development, 
as envisioned within the Plan area.  
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Table 3.1 Commercial Zones 

Zone  Secondary 
Plan 
Designation 

Permitted 
Uses 

Density  Minimum 
Frontage 

Special 
Provisions 

UC-12 
(Block 8 of 
By-law 
Schedule) 

Mixed-Use 
Medium 
(outside of 
retail main 
street)  

Commercial 
Uses per 
UC Zone  
Apartment 
Building 
Gas Bar 
Accessory 
Car Wash 
 

60 - 200 
upnrh for 
exclusive 
residential 
development 

9.0m  8 storey 
height max. 

UC-13 
(Block 9 of 
By-law 
Schedule) 

Mixed-Use 
Medium 
(Retail Main 
Street) 

Commercial 
Uses per 
UC Zone  
Live-Work 
Unit 
 

60 to 200 
upnrh 
 
Floor Space 
Index: Max. 
of 2.5 times 
the lot area   

6.0m 8 Storey 
height max.  
 
Minimum 
Gross 
Leaseable 
Floor Area of 
3,600 sq. m. 
of retail and 
service 
commercial 
use 
 

UC-14  
(Blocks 10 
and 16 of 
By-law 
Schedule) 

District 
Commercial  

Commercial 
Uses per 
UC Zone  
Auto 
Service 
Station 
Gas Bar 
Accessory 
Car Wash 
Live-Work 
Unit 
 

 9.0m Maximum of 
9,300sq. m. 
while ‘H’ in 
effect, 
increase to 
16,000 sq. 
m.  

 
A number of areas within the subdivision plan are being zoned for Parkland, 
Conservation, Institutional and Infrastructure (stormwater management 
ponds/water tower) purposes.  Consequently, they will be assigned zones 
currently within Hamilton Zoning By-law No. 05-200.  There are no requested 
modifications to these standard zones beyond including a water tower as a 
permitted use (see Appendix “C”).  This is consistent with similar developments 
within the recent North Waterdown Secondary Plans.  
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Finally a Holding provision has been attached to the District Commercial 
designated lands in order to ensure that the timing of the development of the 
District Commercial lands are commensurate with the intent and planned function 
of the pedestrian Retail Main Street, located in the “Mixed-Use Medium Density” 
Designation.  Staff considers it prudent to have full build out of the retail main 
street (see Street “A” of Appendix “D”) prior to the full build out of the District 
Commercial area, in order to ensure the intent of the different commercial areas 
are achieved. 

 
4.  Subdivision: 
 

As discussed earlier in the Report, the subdivision application was previously 
appealed for non-decision.   As such, it is noted that final approval of the 
Subdivision rests with the OMB.  Notwithstanding this, staff has provided a list of 
Draft Plan Conditions deemed appropriate and necessary to implement the 
development, in general, and the By-law, in particular.  Consequently, staff 
recommends that the attached conditions be endorsed by Committee and 
Council, in addition to the approval of the attached Zoning By-law; and that these 
two appendices be forwarded to the OMB for consideration of the outstanding 
appeals. 
 
The Conditions recommended cover a range of engineering, traffic, design, and 
environmental issues (see Appendix “E”), and are considered prudent in order to 
ensure that the intent of the Secondary Plan is maintained; and further, that the 
impacts of the intended development are sufficiently controlled and mitigated in 
order to minimize any potential adverse impacts.  As such, it is staff’s position 
that the approval of the subdivision would satisfy the following requirements, as 
detailed within the Planning Act. 
 
Staff has had consideration for the criteria contained in Sub-section 51 (24) of the 
Planning Act to assess the appropriateness of the proposed subdivision and 
advises that: 

 
(a)  It complies with the Provincial Policy Statement; 
 
(b) With the imposition of Conditions of Draft Plan Approval respecting 

phasing, it will be a logical and timely extension of existing development 
and services, and is in the public interest; 

 
(c)  It conforms with the policies of the Official Plan; 
 
(d) The lands can be appropriately used for the use for which it is to be 

subdivided; 
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(e) The proposed roads will adequately service the proposed subdivision and 
can connect with the current road system; 

 
(f)  The dimensions and shape of the lots are appropriate; 
 
(g) Restrictions and regulations for the development of the subdivision may 

be included in the implementing Zoning By-law Amendment, Conditions of 
Draft Plan Approval, and Subdivision Agreement; 

 
(h) Flood control, and detailed review of the Creek Crossing, will be 

addressed through stormwater management plans and further engineering 
review that will be required as Conditions of Draft Plan Approval; 

 
(i) Adequate municipal services are available, the particulars of which will be 

determined as part of the standard Conditions of Draft Plan Approval and 
Subdivision Agreement; 

 
(j) School Boards have not expressed any concerns regarding the adequacy 

of school sites available to accommodate the anticipated student yield of 
this subdivision; 

 
(k) Public land will be conveyed to create road rights-of-way, the particulars of 

which will be determined as part of the Standard Subdivision Agreement 
and final registration of the Plan of Subdivision; 

 
(l) Efforts will be made, where possible, during development and thereafter to 

efficiently use and conserve energy; and, 
 
(m) Site Plan Control will be applied to a number of Blocks within the 

Subdivision Plan concerning both commercial and residential development 
within this subdivision. 

 
Traffic: 
 
In support of the application, the applicant submitted a Traffic Impact Study 
compiled May 2012.  The Study was intended to fulfil Policy A.9.9.1(e) of the 
Secondary Plan, which required a transportation analysis of intersection 
requirements and timing of external road improvements, while also 
comprehensively taking into account the Waterdown South Transportation Study. 
 
The study concludes that the arterial and collector road system will 
accommodate the area wide traffic and the local subdivision traffic.  Further, that 
the Waterdown Bay Subdivision can be accommodated, at good levels of 
service, at the access intersections proposed on Dundas Street. 
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Traffic staff has reviewed the study and the proposed development and made a 
number of observations.  In particular, they note that they have no comments 
with the proposed zoning application.  However, they have identified a number of 
issues to be addressed through the conditions of approval to be attached to the 
Draft Plan of Subdivision. 
 
The majority of concerns can satisfactorily be addressed through appropriate 
Draft Plan Conditions, which include, but are not limited to the following: 
requirement of bike lanes, street widenings, alignment of Street “B” with Pamela 
Street, and the restricted access to a number of blocks.  
 
However, included within the comments from the Traffic Engineering and 
Operations Section of Public Works was the request that the applicants pursue 
an analysis of the installation of a roundabout on Street “A”, at the intersection of 
Streets “B” and “D”, and at Skinner Road and the proposed road located on the 
lands to the east (Collector Road B of the Secondary Plan - Appendix “H”).   
 
As detailed in the Transportation policies of the Secondary Plan, it is the policy of 
the City of Hamilton to consider roundabouts where a study confirms they are 
feasible, appropriate, and advantageous in terms of traffic flow, traffic safety, 
community design, or environmental considerations.  On this basis, it is noted 
that the Waterdown South Secondary Plan Area Transportation Study 
recommended roundabouts along Burke Street at Collector Road C and Skinner 
Road.  Both these roundabouts have been included in the proposed Draft Plan of 
Subdivision.  However, it is further noted in the Secondary Plan that as part of 
the Transportation Study either stop controls or roundabouts are appropriate 
options for the intersections of Collector A/Skinner Road and Skinner 
Road/Collector Road B. 
 
It is Planning staff’s opinion that from a design perspective, a roundabout is not a 
preferred option at Street “A”.  More specifically, the built form design of this 
development, at this identified ‘Gateway’ location, is intended to provide for a 
pedestrian-oriented retail main street, as detailed within the Secondary Plan.  As 
such, the location of a roundabout would, in the opinion of Planning staff, 
significantly prejudice the form and function of this street, and would negatively 
impact the design objectives.  Accordingly, Planning staff has excluded any 
references to a roundabout requirement for this location in the conditions of 
approval. 
 
Traffic staff, in response to this position, noted that in adopting the Secondary 
Plan, Community Planning commissioned a Traffic Study for these lands.  The 
approved Traffic Study, prepared by iTrans, was received in February 2010.  
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The Report indicated, under two-way stop control, Streets B and D would operate 
at an Operating Service C. This is considered acceptable side-street delay, 
however, at the time of the Study, Street D intersected with Dundas Street and 
was not a cul-de-sac; therefore, an additional 150 p.m. trips needed to be 
included in the analysis.  Based on this, Traffic staff suggests that should      
side-street delay become problematic in the future, the network spacing would 
not allow many options for providing appropriate solutions.  
 
Based on this, Traffic staff continues to pursue a roundabout at this location in 
order to ensure effective long term operation of the Street “A” corridor, noting in 
particular, that implementing a roundabout during Greenfield construction is more 
cost-effective than retro-fitting after build out.  Furthermore, Traffic staff notes 
that signals may affect traffic calming given the distance between Skinner Street 
and Dundas Street, and the fact this could increase speeding issues.  It is the 
position of Traffic staff that the inclusion of a roundabout would, therefore, also 
serve to address this concern.   
 
Notwithstanding this position, based on the above justification, Planning staff 
maintains that the inclusion of the roundabout is not desirable and would 
compromise the design and land use objectives of the pedestrian corridor. As 
such, reference in the Draft Plan Conditions, with respect to a roundabout at this 
location, has not been recommended. 

 
With regard to the request for a roundabout at the intersection of Skinner Street 
with the lands to the east (identified as Collector Road “B” in the Secondary 
Plan), this has been recommended as a Draft Plan condition, such that the 
applicant demonstrates the required land dedications necessary for a roundabout 
at this intersection. It is noted that the applicant maintains concern with this 
condition, and is of the opinion that signalization is their preferred intersection 
treatment.  Unless agreement can be made with respect to Condition 12 of the 
Draft Plan Approval (see Appendix “E”), this matter will need to be resolved 
through submission of evidence at the Ontario Municipal hearing.  
 
Engineering:  

 
There is no land dedication required for road widening purposes from the subject 
lands along this section of Dundas Street East at this time.  Currently, Dundas 
Street East has a semi urban cross section adjacent to the subject lands.  More 
specifically, there are existing curb and sidewalks along the north side of the 
street and rural cross section along the south side of the street adjacent to the 
subject lands.  
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In addition, the future intersection of Dundas Street East with the East-West 
transportation corridor is identified in the vicinity of the proposed cul-de-sac of 
Street ‘D’.  As a condition of development of the subject lands, the owner will be 
responsible for all urbanization works within the Dundas Street East right-of-way 
(south side), including, but not limited to, installation of curb, sidewalk, turning 
lanes, traffic signals, street lights, storm sewer, etc., at the owner’s expense, to 
bring the street to a full urban cross section adjacent to the subject lands. 
 
The owner will be required to construct a portion of Mountain Brow Road from 
Flanders Drive to Burke Street as a part of the proposed development, including 
required upgrades to the intersection of Mountain Brow Road with Mill Street and 
Waterdown Road.  It is noted that the cross-section for Mountain Brow Road to 
the south of the roundabout is not provided in the Functional Servicing Report. 
Any proposed cross-section should reflect the preferred design concept identified 
in the Waterdown Road Class EA Assessment.  
 
It is noted that the curvature of Street ‘D’ of the proposed Draft Plan                
(see Appendix “D”) is not acceptable and should be lessened in order to avoid 
potential traffic conflicts.  It has been raised with the applicant, and it is 
anticipated to be red-lined revised through the post Draft Plan Approval process.   
 
Further, it is noted that there is significant difference in the vertical alignment of 
Mountain Brow Road, provided in the Class EA document, to the proposal 
included in the drawing submitted in support of the overall grading concept for 
this portion of the Draft Plan lands.  It appears that proposed centreline 
elevations are approximately 4.0m higher at the proposed bend than the 
preliminary grades established in the Class EA document, which will require 
adjustment by additional land acquisition or installation of retaining walls to 
facilitate this proposal (the latter is not supported staff).  
 
The Modified Draft Plan of Subdivision, dated May 31, 2013, considers the option 
of shifting the proposed right-of-way northerly as a way to reduce the grade 
differential and land requirements on the south side of Mountain Brow.  
Additional cross sections shall, therefore, be provided to confirm that the 
proposed side slope on the road embankment complies with the City Guidelines.  
This will be required as a condition of Draft Plan Approval.  
 
With respect to the proposed multi-use trail, it is noted that this should be 
extended along the south side of the proposed right-of-way, adjacent to the 
Conservation lands, to connect to the Bruce Trail in the vicinity of Flanders Drive. 
The access to the existing private property at 376 Mountain Brow Road shall also 
be addressed as a part of the engineering design for this section of the street. 
Both these items will be addressed through Conditions of Draft Plan Approval. 
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With respect the proposed phasing, it is the opinion of staff that it shall not 
prevent completion of the works on the District Water Tower.  Therefore, the 
owner shall, as part of Phase 1B, construct Street ‘A’, and extend Skinner Road 
to Block 884.  Discussions with respect to phasing are on-going with the 
applicant, and will be resolved through either the proposed Draft Plan condition 
(see Appendix “E” - Condition 3) or through the OMB hearing.  

 
Finally, the FSR also identifies the requirement of a temporary connection from 
Street AE of the Draft Plan to Mountain Brow Road to stage servicing of Burke 
Street.  This particular plan is not acceptable to the City, as it will route 
development traffic and external traffic through the local road system.  The City 
will expect that the Burke Street extension is completed first (see Appendix       
“E” - Condition 3). 
 
Environmental Impacts: 
 
Given that the Secondary Plan Area contains a number of significant natural 
heritage features, including two Environmentally Significant Areas, a scoped 
Environmental Impact Study and Tree Inventory, dated July 2012 and April 2012, 
respectively, were submitted, in support of the application.  Of particular note was 
the intended Creek Crossing proposed along Street “A”. 
 
The documents were reviewed by ESAIEG on September 13, 2012, who were 
generally satisfied with the reports and recommendations, subject to the 
requested conditions (see Appendix “E” - Conditions 79-81). 
 
Conservation Halton has reviewed the submission and made a number of 
comprehensive and detailed comments.  The comments, (see Appendix “G”) 
conclude that while a number of the outstanding issues can be dealt with through 
Conditions of Draft Plan Approval, Conservation Halton, before they will formally 
provide Conditions of Draft Plan Approval, first requires additional information 
regarding the following five items: 
 
1. Water balance report; 
2. Stormwater management block sizing; 
3. Usage of retaining walls; 
4. Channel block sizing; and, 
5. Karst treatment. 
 
It is the opinion of staff that as the Draft Plan of Subdivision is currently before 
the Board, determination of the outstanding items will be a matter to be resolved 
either through mediation or submission of evidence.   
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Furthermore, it is noted that the recommended implementing By-law has 
included the use of Holding provisions.  It is the opinion of staff that the Holding 
provisions, in addition to the Conditions of Draft Plan Approval, will address a 
number of the above issues, and allow them to be satisfactorily resolved 
following Draft Plan Approval.  These include the following: 
 
 All lots contiguous to a proposed SWM pond would be subject to a Holding 

provision.  The Holding provision would be removed upon additional detailed 
information confirming that the pond sizes are sufficient.  The intent is to 
ensure that should the pond blocks require resizing, there would be an 
opportunity to include lands currently intended for lots. 

  
 As detailed below, the area identified as a karst sink hole, and the lands 

surrounding it, will be placed in a Holding provision to ensure the limits of the 
karst feature are accurately and appropriately addressed. 

 
 The channel block proposed to be aligned through the District Commercial 

block (both existing and proposed alignment) will be placed under a Holding 
provision to ensure the Conservation Authority and City of Hamilton are 
satisfied with the location of the realigned creek. 

 
Given the above, and the position of staff regarding all other matters, staff 
continues to lend their support to the proposal, subject to the above issues being 
resolved.  On this basis, staff is of the opinion that they have satisfied the 
agreement, as determined in the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Conservation Authority and the City of Hamilton. 
 
Karst Hazard Area: 
 
The applicant submitted a Karst Assessment (Mountainview Heights: Karst 
Assessment and Contingency Plan for GS-1 Branch 3 (Karst Area G), 
Waterdown, Ontario), which is located adjacent to the proposed District 
Commercial block.  As raised within Conservation Halton’s comments, the intent 
of the proposed By-law is to ensure that the sinkhole, as defined in the Karst 
Report, and appropriate development setbacks determined by the Karst experts, 
is to be zoned within a P5 Hazard/Conservation Zone.  It is considered that his 
approach would satisfactorily address the outstanding concerns as they relate to 
this feature. 
 
In order to ensure the correct limits of the hazard are identified, the area 
containing the karst feature and a portion of surrounding lands will be placed 
within the P5 Hazard/Conservation Zone, in accordance with the provided Karst 
Assessment.  In addition, a Holding provision will be recommended for the 
adjacent lands, to be zoned for District Commercial, until such time as additional 
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information from the karst specialist determines and remediates the actions 
necessary to address the sink hole issue (see Appendix “B” - Provision 12.ii)) 
 
Burke Street Alignment/Widening: 
 
Concern has been raised with respect to the potential impact of the alignment of 
Burke Street, as it pertains to those lands owned by Conservation Halton outside 
of the Secondary Plan Area.  It is noted that the alignment of Burke Street was 
subject to a comprehensive EA process, and further, that sufficient permits and 
approvals are necessary, prior to any potential development that may affect 
Species at Risk, taking place.   
 
Retaining Walls: 
 
Given the grading and drainage requirements, and the proposed engineering 
solutions, it is apparent that retaining walls will be necessary within certain areas 
of the subdivision.  It is the intention of the City of Hamilton to avoid, where 
possible, and limit, where necessary, the use and scale of retaining walls.  
Currently the Draft Plan of Subdivision would utilize retaining walls along the   
cul-de-sac shown as Street “H”.  Consequently, Condition 37, as recommended 
in the Conditions of Draft Plan Approval, requires further review and potential 
reductions in the use of retaining walls. 
 
In addition, a Holding provision is recommended for those lots adjacent to Pond 
5, which require retaining walls.  This is considered to ensure that the 
maintenance of the walls and the impact of water balancing do not affect the 
wetlands or regulated areas (see Appendix “B” - Provision 12.ii)). 
 
Finally, By-law provisions are also recommended such that any lot with a 
retaining wall higher than 1m would not be permitted to conduct any on site 
engineering works (e.g. pool construction) until such time as they submit and 
have approved additional engineering plans (see Appendix “B” - Provision          
3. - General Provisions).  This is in order to ensure that the integrity and 
continued function of the retaining walls remains unaffected. 
 
Parkland: 
 
There are three Neighbourhood Parks that have been identified within the 
Secondary Plan and provided within the proposed Plan of Subdivision.  In 
addition, two smaller Parkettes are proposed, which are not a requirement of the 
Secondary Plan. 
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The Parkettes are located at Burke Street and Skinner Road, and at the terminus 
of Collector Road “A”.  They are intended to form part of the Neighbourhood 
Nodes, which have been identified within the Secondary Plan as an area that 
should benefit from a public meeting place.  These Parkettes will, therefore, be 
zoned accordingly in order to ensure they maintain the intent of the designation.  
The Parkettes will, however, not be considered as part of the Parkland 
dedication.  
 
On this matter, Legal staff has drawn attention to the existence of a 
Memorandum of Agreement that was entered into by the landowners and Town 
of Flamborough with respect to the ability to compensate buffer areas and open 
space areas in the calculation of Parkland.  Typically, in accordance with 
Parkland Dedication By-law 09-124, such areas are not calculated within the 
dedication provisions.  Given that this is a legal matter, staff notes that this will be 
addressed through submission by Legal Counsel, and that any decision on the 
outcome be honoured by the proposed Draft Plan condition (see Appendix        
“E” - Condition 69). 
 
Staging of Development: 
 
As per Policy A.9.9.4, a number of requirements are contained within the 
Secondary Plan with respect to Staging of Development.  As already discussed, 
the commercial development will be staged in order to ensure the retail main 
street is developed, as intended.   
 
In addition, policies within this section of the Plan require that all development 
proceed in a manner that ensures services and infrastructure is within fiscal 
capabilities of the City of Hamilton.  This has been secured through the 
engineering review and subsequent recommended Draft Plan Conditions. 
 
Finally, it is noted in Policy A.9.9.4.e) that until Burke Street is connected to 
Mountain Brow, or alternatively, until Skinner Road is connected to Dundas 
Street, a maximum of 250 units can be constructed.  As this maximum threshold 
was established in the earlier phase, the connection must now be established 
prior to the development of any additional units.  Consequently, through the 
phasing approvals, as required within the engineering Conditions of Draft Plan 
Approval, this connection will be secured prior to any further units being 
constructed.  
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5. Public Comments: 
 

In response to the pre-circulation of the application, six written comments were 
submitted to staff for consideration (see Appendix “D”).  Five of the six concerns 
were related to the impact of the development and, in particular, highlighted the 
intent of the Secondary Plan to specifically address the issue of lot size and 
development form for those proposed lots immediately opposite the existing 
development along Flanders Drive. 
 
As detailed in the review of the plan against the Secondary Plan objectives, it is 
acknowledged that specific policies within the Secondary Plan require a minimal 
lot width (18.2m) and maximum height (2.5 storeys) be governed through the 
amending By-law.  As detailed within Appendix “B” - Provisions 2.(b) and (c), this 
intent has been secured. 
 
The remaining letter raised concern with respect to the development potential for 
the lands located at 518 Dundas Street East.  It is considered that the proposed 
Draft Plan, which currently proposes access to these lands through an internal 
cul-de-sac, in addition to the fact the property has direct frontage onto Dundas 
Street East, does not preclude the development potential of these lands.  It is 
noted that the potential of the lands to develop is currently limited by the 
existence of environmental features within this site and, as such, at the time of 
development, development proposals will need to address and mitigate any 
potential impact on the environmental features. 
 

ALTERNATIVES FOR CONSIDERATION: 
 
If the application is denied, the applicant would have the option to utilize the lands in 
accordance with the provisions of Agricultural “A”, Conservation Management “CM” 
Zone, Parkway Belt Open Space ‘O1” Zone, Automotive Commercial “AC” Zone, and 
the Highway Commercial “HC-5” Zone.  
 
ALIGNMENT TO THE 2012 – 2015 STRATEGIC PLAN: 
 
Strategic Priority #1: 
A Prosperous & Healthy Community 
WE enhance our image, economy and well-being by demonstrating that Hamilton is a 
great place to live, work, play and learn. 
 
Strategic Objective: 
 
1.2 Continue to prioritize capital infrastructure projects to support managed growth 

and optimize community benefit. 
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By-law Respecting 392, 488, and 530 Dundas Street East, 

Part of Lots 2, 3, 4, and 5, Concession 3, East Flamborough 
 

 
  

Authority: Item       
Planning Committee 
Report 13-      (PED13140) 
CM:       

 

CITY OF HAMILTON 

BY-LAW NO.            

To Amend Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z (Flamborough), 
Respecting Lands Located at 392, 488 & 530 Dundas Street East, Concession 3, 
Part of Lots 2, 3, 4, & 5 (East Flamborough), in the former Town of Flamborough, 

now in the City of Hamilton 
 
WHEREAS the City of Hamilton Act. 1999, Statutes of Ontario, 1999 Chap.14, Sch. C. 
did incorporate, as of January 1st, 2001, the municipality “City of Hamilton”; 
 
AND WHEREAS the City of Hamilton is the successor to certain area municipalities, 
including the former area municipality known as "The Corporation of the Town of 
Flamborough" and is the successor to the former regional municipality, namely, “The 
Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth”; 
 
AND WHEREAS the City of Hamilton Act, 1999 provides that the Zoning By-laws of the 
former area municipalities continue in force in the City of Hamilton until subsequently 
amended or repealed by the Council of the City of Hamilton; 
 
AND WHEREAS Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z (Flamborough) was enacted on the 5th 
day of November 1990, and approved by the Ontario Municipal Board on the 21st day of 
December, 1992;  
 
AND WHEREAS this By-law is in conformity with the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, 
approved by the Ontario Municipal Board on August 16, 2013, in accordance with the 
provisions of the Planning Act. 
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By-law Respecting 392, 488, and 530 Dundas Street East, 

Part of Lots 2, 3, 4, and 5, Concession 3, East Flamborough 
 
 

NOW THEREFORE the Council of the City of Hamilton enacts as follows: 
 
 
1. That Schedule “A-31” and “A-32”, attached to and forming part of Zoning By-law 

No. 90-145-Z (Flamborough), as amended, is hereby amended: 
 

(a) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 
“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential “R1-62” Zone, for lands comprised in 
Block “1”;  

 
(b) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential “R1-63” Zone, for lands comprised in 
Block “2”;  

 
(c) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential “R1-64” Zone, for lands comprised in 
Block “3”; 

 
(d) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential (Semi-Detached & Link) “R4-6” Zone, 
for lands comprised in Block “4”;  

 
(e) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Medium Density Residential “R6-30” Zone, for lands 
comprised in Block “5”;  

 
(f) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone to the Medium Density 

Residential “R6-31” Holding Zone, for lands comprised in Blocks “6”;  
 
(e) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Medium Density Residential “R6-32” Zone, for lands 
comprised in Blocks “7”;  

 
(f) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Commercial “UC-12(H)” Zone, for lands 
comprised in Block “8”;  

 
(g) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Commercial “UC-13” Zone, for lands comprised in 
Block “9”;  
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(h) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone, Highway Commercial “HC” 
Zone, and the Conservation Management “CM” Zone to the Urban 
Commercial “UC-14(H)” Zone, for lands comprised in Block “10”;  

 
(i) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Development “UD” Zone, for the lands comprised 
in Block “11”; 

 
(j) to be removed from By-law 90-145-Z, for lands comprised in Block “12”. 
 
(k) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Medium Density Residential “R6-30(H)” Holding Zone, for 
lands comprised in Block “13”; 
 

(l) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 
“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential (Semi-Detached and Link) “R4-6(H)” 
Holding Zone, for lands comprised in Block “14”; 

 
(m) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Medium Density Residential “R6-32(H)” Holding Zone, for 
lands comprised in Blocks “15”; 

 
(n) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone, Highway Commercial “HC” 

Zone and the Conservation Management “CM” Zone to the Urban 
Commercial “UC-14(H)” Holding Zone, for lands comprised in Block “16”;  

 
(o) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential “R1-64(H)” Holding Zone, for lands 
comprised in Block “17”;  

 
(p) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 

“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential “R1-62(H)” Holding Zone, for lands 
comprised in Block “18”; and, 
 

(q) by changing from the Agriculture “A” Zone and Conservation Management 
“CM” Zone to the Urban Residential “R1-63(H)” Holding Zone, for lands 
comprised in Block “19”; 

 
the extent and boundaries of which are more particularly shown on Schedule “A” 
annexed hereto and forming part of this By-law. 
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2. Section 6 - Urban Residential (R1) Zone of Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z 
(Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following 
Sub-section: 

 
6.3 EXCEPTION NUMBERS 
 
6.3.62 “R1-62” (LD1 - Block “1” and Block “18” - LOTS ADJOINING 

FLANDERS) 
 
Permitted Uses: 
 

 (a) Single Detached Dwelling 
 (b) Storm Water Management Pond 
  

Zone Provisions: 
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  350 sq. m. 
 

(b) Lot frontage (minimum): 13.0m, except 18.2m shall be 
provided where a lot abuts a 
linear Open Space Block (Block 
No. 884 of the Draft Plan).  

 
(c) Height (Maximum): 2½ storeys, except where a lot 

abuts a linear Open Space Block 
(Block No. 884 of the Draft Plan), 
a maximum height of 2½ storeys 
is permitted provided the floor 
area above the second floor is 
contained within the roof peak 
and that windows above the 
second floor are contained in 
dormers facing the front yard, 
height shall be measured at the 
front façade.  

 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
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 (f) Rear Yard (minimum): 7.0m. 
 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m.  
 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Density (maximum): 22 units per net residential ha 

(upnrh). 
  
 (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
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 (l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking  spaces 
 shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 

 
 (m) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply.  
 

(n) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
Section 5 shall apply. 

 
3. Section 6 - Urban Residential (R1) Zone of Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z 

(Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following 
Sub-section: 

 
6.3.63 “R1-63” (LD1 - BLOCK “2” (R1-63) and BLOCK “19” (R1-63-(H))             

- Waterdown Woods Area) 
 

 Permitted Uses: 
 
  (a) Single Detached Dwelling 
 
  (b) Storm Water Management Pond  
 
 General Provisions:  
 

 Where installation of a retaining wall, higher than 1.0m and of material 
other than armourstone, the owner of such lot shall not (i) excavate, drill, 
install, erect, or build; (ii) plant any tree, construct any pit, well, pavement, 
building, or structure; and (iii) alter the grading or any over-land drainage 
patterns approved by the City, without the prior written consent of the Senior 
Director, Growth Management Division. 

 
 Zone Provisions: 
 

  (a) Lot Area (minimum):  410 sq. m. 
 
  (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  15.24m. 
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 (c) Height: (Maximum) 10.5m, height shall be 
defined as the vertical distance 
measured from the average 
finished grade level adjacent to 
the front elevation of the building 
to the midway point between the 
eaves and the roof peak. 

 
  (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
  (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 
  (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m. 
 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
  (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
  (j) Density (maximum):   22 upnrh.  
 
  (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
 

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 
 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 
 (l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 

(m) Rear Lot Line shall be fenced with a 1.2m (minimum) high black 
chain link fence. 

 
(n) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 
(o) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
4. Section 6 - Urban Residential (R1) Zone of Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z 

(Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following 
Sub-section: 
 
6.3.64 “R1-64” (LD2 - BLOCK “3” and BLOCK “17” (R1-64-(H))) 
 

 Permitted Uses: 
 
 (a) Single Detached Dwellings 
 
 (b) Semi-detached Dwellings 
  
 (c)  Street Townhouses 
  
 (d)  Storm Water Management Pond  
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 General Provisions:  
 

 Where installation of a retaining wall, higher than 1.0m and of material 
other than armourstone, owner of such lot shall not (i) excavate, drill, install, 
erect, or build; (ii) plant any tree, construct any pit, well, pavement, building, 
or structure; and (iii) alter the grading or any over-land drainage patterns 
approved by the City, without the prior written consent of the Senior Director, 
Growth Management Division. 

 
 Zone Provisions for (a) - Single Detached Dwellings:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  310 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  11.5m. 
  

(c) Height (maximum):  2½ storeys, height shall be 
measured at the front façade, a ½ 
storey shall have a floor area of 
50% or less of the floor area 
below.  

 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
  
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m on the garage side and 0.6m 

on the non-garage side, subject to 
a maintenance easement 
registered on title for any minimum 
side yard that is less than 1.2m, 
with said maintenance easement 
permitting encroachment for 
maintenance purposes only for no 
more than 0.6m into the side yard 
of the lot adjacent the yard with a 
side yard setback less than 1.2m. 
A 0.6m side yard setback shall not 
be permitted adjacent to any side 
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lot line less than 1.2m, except: 
 

On a lot where an emergency 
spillway/overland flow route shall 
be located, a minimum 2.0m side 
yard separation between buildings 
shall be provided and maintained 
between buildings along one 
common lot line. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): On a corner lot, the minimum side 

yard abutting the flankage street 
shall be 2.4m, except that an 
attached garage which fronts on 
the flankage street shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the 
flankage street line; and on a 
corner lot with a daylight triangle, 
a minimum 2.0m setback for any 
building from the hypotenuse of 
the daylight triangle is required. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density: 22 - 40 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R1-64”. 
 
  (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 

 
Structure or Item Yard Into Which 

Encroachment is 
Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 
 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
 (l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 

 (m) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 

 
(n) Lots backing onto Mountain Brow Road shall have decorative 

fencing along the rear lot line.  Solid, board-on-board or chain link 
fencing is not permitted. 

  
(o) Notwithstanding Section 5 - General Provisions, accessory 

buildings within the rear yards of those Lots backing onto Mountain 
Brow Road shall have a maximum height of 2.5m and a maximum 
floor area of 6.0 sq. m. 

 
(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
Zone Provisions for (b) - Semi-Detached Dwellings:  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  200 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  7.5m. 
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 (c) Height (maximum):  2½ storeys, height shall be 
measured at the front façade, a ½ 
storey shall have a floor area of 
50%  or less of the floor area 
below.  

  
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 0.0m on the common side and 

1.2m on other side.  
 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  22 - 40 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R1-64”. 
 
  (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 

  
Structure or Item Yard Into Which 

Encroachment is 
Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 
 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8. 
 

(m) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 

 
(n) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
 Section 5 shall apply. 

 
 Zone Provisions for (c) - Street Townhouses:  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  5.5m. 
 

 (c) Height (maximum):  2½ storeys, height shall be 
measured at the front façade, a ½ 
storey shall have a floor area of 
50%  or less of the floor area 
below.  

 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 
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 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0 m. 
 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of the 
street townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  22 - 40 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R1-64”. 
 
 (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
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Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 
(m) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 
(n) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 

5. Section 9 - Urban Residential (Semi-Detached and Link) (R4) Zone of Zoning  
By-law No. 90-145-Z (Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by 
adding the following Sub-section: 
 
9.3.6 “R4-6” (LD3 - BLOCK “4” (R4-6) and BLOCK “14” (R4-6-(H))) 
 
Permitted Uses: 
 
 (a) Single Detached Dwelling 
 
 (b) Semi-detached Dwelling  
 
 (c)  Street Townhouse  
 
 (d) Storm Water Management Pond  
 
Zone Provisions for (a) - Single Detached Dwelling:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  310 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  11.5m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):  3 storeys, height shall be 

measured at the front façade.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
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 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m on the garage side and 0.6m 

on the non-garage side, subject to 
a maintenance easement 
registered on title for any minimum 
side yard that is less than 1.2m, 
with said maintenance easement 
permitting encroachment for 
maintenance purposes only for no 
more than 0.6m into the side yard 
of the lot adjacent the yard with a 
side yard setback less than 1.2m. 
A 0.6m side yard setback shall not 
be permitted adjacent to any side 
lot line less than 1.2m, except: 

 
On a lot where an emergency 
spillway/overland flow route shall 
be located, a minimum 2.0m side 
yard separation between buildings 
shall be provided and maintained 
between buildings along one 
common lot line. 

 
  (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): On a corner lot, the minimum side 

yard abutting the flankage street 
shall be 2.4m, except that an 
attached garage which fronts on 
the flankage street shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the 
flankage street line; and on a 
corner lot with a daylight triangle, 
a minimum 2.0m setback for any 
building from the hypotenuse of 
the daylight triangle is required;  

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
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 (j) Overall Density:  30 - 60 upnrh for the lands Zoned 
as “R4-6”. 

  
 (k)  Maximum Number of Singles: Single detached dwellings shall 

comprise no more than 60%of the 
housing units for the lands zoned 
as “R4-6”. 

 
 (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(m) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 

(n) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 
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(o) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
Section 5 shall apply. 
 

Zone Provisions for (b) - Semi-Detached Dwelling:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  200 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  7.5m. 
 

(c) Height (maximum):  3 storeys, height shall be 
measured at the front façade.  

 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum:  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 

(g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 0.0m on the common side and 
1.2m on other side.  

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  30 - 60 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R4-6”. 
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 (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
 (l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 
 (m) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

 apply. 
 
 (n) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

 Section 5 shall apply. 
 

 Zone Provisions for (c) - Street Townhouse:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  5.5m. 
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 (c) Height (maximum):  3 storeys, height shall be 
measured at the front façade.   

 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 

 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of the 
street townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
(h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  30 - 60 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R4-6”. 
 

  (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 
 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall  have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 

(m) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 

 
(n) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
6. Section 6 - Medium Density Residential (R6) Zone of Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z 

(Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following 
Sub-section: 
 
6.3.30 “R6-30” (MD - BLOCK “5” (R6-30) and Block “13”) (R6-30-(H))) 
 

 Permitted Uses: 
 
 (a) Single Detached Dwelling 
 
 (b) Semi-Detached Dwelling  
 
 (c)  Street Townhouse  
 
 (d) Townhouse  
 
 (e)  Stacked Townhouse  
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 (f)  Maisonette  
 
 (g)  Low Rise Apartment Building  
 
 (h) Storm Water Management Pond  
 
Zone Provisions for (a) - Single Detached Dwellings:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  310 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  11.5m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):    3 storeys.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m on the garage side and 0.6m 

on the non-garage side, subject to 
a maintenance easement 
registered on title for any minimum 
side yard that is less than 1.2m, 
with said maintenance easement 
permitting encroachment for 
maintenance purposes only for no 
more than 0.6m into the side yard 
of the lot adjacent the yard with a 
side yard setback less than 1.2m. 
A 0.6m side yard setback shall not 
be permitted adjacent to any side 
lot line less than 1.2m, except: 

 
 On a lot where an emergency 

spillway/overland flow route shall 
be located, a minimum 2.0m side 
yard separation between buildings 
shall be provided and maintained 
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between buildings along one 
common lot line. 

 
(h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): On a corner lot, the minimum side 

yard abutting the flankage street 
shall be 2.4m, except that an 
attached garage which fronts on 
the flankage street shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the 
flankage street line; and on a 
corner lot with a daylight triangle, 
a minimum 2.0m setback for any 
building from the hypotenuse of 
the daylight triangle is required. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  60 - 75 upnrh for the lands Zoned 

as “R6-30”. 
 
 (k)  Maximum Number of Singles: Single detached dwellings shall 

comprise no more than 25% of 
the housing units for the lands 
zoned as “R6-30”.   

 
 (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 
 
 
 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(m) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 

(n) Landscaped Open Space - General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 

 
(o) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  

 
(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
 Section 5 shall apply. 

 
 Zone Provisions for (b) - Semi-Detached Dwellings:  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  200 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  7.5m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):    3 storeys 
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum:  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
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(g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 0.0m on the common side and 
1.2m on other side.  

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  60 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-30”. 
 
 (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
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(l) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 
shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 

 
(m) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 

(n) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  
 

(o) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
 Section 5 shall apply. 

 
 Zone Provisions for (c) - Street Townhouse:  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  5.5m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum:  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 

(g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 
related to the common wall of the 
street townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
within 5.8m of the exterior lot line. 

 
 (i) Planting Strip:    N/A. 
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
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(k) Overall Density:  60 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 
as “R6-30”. 

 
  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 

  
Structure or Item Yard Into Which 

Encroachment is 
Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 
 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 

 
(m) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.8m. 
 

(n) Landscaped Open Space - General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 

 
(o) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  

 
(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
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 Zone Provisions for (d) - Townhouse:  
 

 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. per dwelling unit. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  30m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum:  7.0m. 
 

 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 
related to the common wall of the 
townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
(h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
within 5.8m of the exterior lot line. 

 
 (i)  Planting Strip:    N/A. 
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (k) Overall Density:  60 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-30”. 
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  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
 (m) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.1, 1.25 parking spaces, including 

visitor parking, shall be required per Townhouse dwelling unit. 
 

(n)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21.4, the dimensions for a surface 
parking space within a front yard shall be 2.6m x 5.8m, visitor 
parking spaces shall have dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5.  

 
 (o) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.6 (b), the minimum width for a       

two-way driveway shall be 6.0m. 
 
(p) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 

(q) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  
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(r) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
Section 5 shall apply. 

 
 Zone Provisions for (e) - Stacked Townhouse: 
 

For the purpose of this Zone, a Stacked Townhouse shall be defined as a 
residential apartment building containing a minimum of 4, and a maximum 
of 40 units, each of which has an independent entrance, provided that:  

 
i. Stacked townhouse buildings shall have a maximum length of 60m. 

 
ii. Not more than half of all dwelling units shall be on or below the 

ground floor. 
  

iii. Dwelling units shall be fully attached to adjoining units, and are 
attached vertically or horizontally. 

 
iv. Access to all second level units shall be from an interior stairway 

within the stacked townhouse building.  
  

 (a) Lot Area (minimum): 120 sq. m. per dwelling unit. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  30m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum:    4 storeys.   
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum:  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of the 
townhouse, in which case 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 
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 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 
garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  60 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-30”. 
 
 (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 
 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 

 
 (l) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.1, 1.25 parking spaces, including 

 visitor  parking, shall be required per Stacked Townhouse dwelling 
 unit. 
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(m)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21.4, the dimensions for a surface 
parking space within a front yard shall be 2.6m x 5.8, visitor parking 
spaces shall have dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5m.  

 
 (n) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.6 (b), the minimum width for a        

 two-way driveway shall be 6.0m. 
 
(o) Landscaped Open Space - General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 
(p) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply. 

 
(q) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions 
 of Section 5 shall apply. 
 

 Zone Provisions for (f) - Townhouse-Maisonette:  
 

For the purpose of this Zone, a Townhouse Maisonette shall mean a 
building not more than one single family dwelling unit in height, designed 
to contain not less than six single family dwelling units, fully attached to 
each other, side-by-side, in two rows arranged back-to-back and in 
substantial harmony with each other, each of which dwelling units; 
 
i. Has a separate front entrance; 

 
ii. Is joined on one or both sides by a party wall to another dwelling 

unit in the same row; 
 

iii. Is joined by a common vertical back wall extending the length of the 
building.  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  120 sq. m. per dwelling unit.  
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  30m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum:  N/A. 
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(e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 

 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 
related to the common wall of the 
townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  60 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-30”. 
 
  (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 

  
Structure or Item Yard Into Which 

Encroachment is 
Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 
 
 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 
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Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(l) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.1, 1.25 parking spaces, including 

visitor parking, shall be required per Townhouse - Maisonette 
dwelling unit. 

 
 (m)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21.4, the dimensions for a surface 

parking space within the front yard shall be 2.6m x 5.8, visitor 
parking spaces shall have dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5m.  

 
 (n) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.6 (b), the minimum width for a       

 two-way driveway shall be 6.0m. 
 

(o) Landscaped Open Space - General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 

 
(p) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply. 

 
(q) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
 Section 5 shall apply. 

 
 Zone Provisions for (g) - Low Rise Apartment Building:  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  2000 sq. m.  
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  30m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum:    4 storeys.  
 

(d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum):  3.0m. 
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 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 

 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 3.0m.  
 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 4.5m.  
 
 (i)  Planting Strip:    N/A.  
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  5%.  
 

(k) Overall Density:  60 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 
as “R6-30”. 

 
  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 

 
 Structure or 

Item 
Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
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(m) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.1, 1.25 parking spaces, including 
visitor parking, shall be required per Apartment dwelling unit. 

 
 (n)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21.4, the dimensions for a surface 

parking space shall be 2.6m x 5.5m. 
 

 (o) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.6 (b), the minimum width for a       
two-way driveway shall be 6.0m. 

 
(p) Landscaped Open Space - General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 
(q) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  

 
(r) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
7. Section 11 - Medium Density Residential (R6) Zone of Zoning By-law               

No. 90-145-Z (Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding 
the following Sub-section: 
 
6.3 EXCEPTION NUMBERS 
 
6.3.31 “R6-31” (Neighbourhood Node - Block “6”) 
 
Permitted Uses: 
 
 (a) Retail Establishment 
 (b) Personal Service Establishment 
 (c) Service Shop 
 (d) Dry Cleaning Distribution Station 
 (e) Office  
 (f) Street Townhouse Dwelling 
 (g) Townhouse Dwelling 

(h) Stacked Townhouse Dwelling  
 (i) Apartment Building with or without uses (a) - (e) at grade  

(j) Live-Work unit - (Street Townhouse (freehold) with residential and 
uses (a) - (e) at grade) 

 (k) Stormwater Management Pond  
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Prohibited Uses: 
 
 (a) Drive-thru 
 (b) Motor Vehicle Service Stations 
 (c) Open Storage of Goods and Materials  
 
General Zone Provisions: 

 
(a) The uses permitted in Paragraphs (a) to (d), inclusive, above, shall 

only be permitted on the ground floor. 
 

(b) Maximum Gross Floor Area for the uses permitted in Paragraphs (a) 
to (d) on a single lot shall be 300 sq. m.  Maximum Gross Floor 
Area for use permitted in Paragraph (e) on a single lot shall be 500 
sq. m. 

 
 (c) Any permitted commercial use at grade within a building containing 

residential uses, including a Live-Work unit, shall be exempt from 
the applicable parking requirement. 

 
 (d) Parking for multiple dwellings, excluding street townhouses, shall 

not be permitted between the front lot line and the building. 
 

Zone Provisions for (a) - (e) - Commercial Uses:  
 

 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. 

(b) Lot frontage (minimum):  5.5m, for the Block located at 
Burke Street and Skinner Road  - 
Burke Street shall be deemed 
the front lot line, for the Block 
located at Skinner Road  and 
Street “A” - Street “A”, the East 
lot line, shall be deemed the front 
lot line. 

 
(c) Height (maximum):  4 storeys (commercial uses only 

permitted on ground floor, as per 
Sub-section (a) of General Zone 
Provision. 
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 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum):  0.0m. 
  
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum): 7.0m, except 3.0m where abutting 

lands zoned for Open Space 
purposes.  

 
(g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of the 
street townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
(h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Planting Strip:    N/A. 
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 

(k) Overall Density:  50 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 
as “R6-31”. 

 
  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 
 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 
 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 

 
(m) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5. 
 
(n) Parking shall not be located between the front lot line and the 

building. 
 

(o) Landscaped Open Space - General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 
apply. 

 
(p) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  
 
(q) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
 Section 5 shall apply. 
 

 Zone Provisions for (f) - Street Townhouse:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. 
 

(b) Lot frontage (minimum): 5.5m, for the Block located at 
Burke Street and Skinner Road - 
Burke Street shall be deemed the 
front lot line; for the Block located 
at Skinner Road and Street “A” - 
Street “A” shall be deemed the 
front lot line. 
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 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum:  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard (minimum): 0.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum): 7.0m, except 3.0m where abutting 

lands zoned for Open Space 
purposes.  

 
(g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of the 
street townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Planting Strip:    N/A. 
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (k) Overall Density:  50 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-31”. 
 

(l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(m) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

within the front yard shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m           
x  5.8m. 

 
(n) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 

(o) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  
 
(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
 Section 5 shall apply. 

 
Zone Provisions for (g) - Townhouse:  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. per dwelling unit. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum): 30m, for the Block located at 

Burke Street and Skinner Road - 
Burke Street shall be deemed the 
front lot line; for the Block located 
at Skinner Road and Street “A” - 
Street “A” shall be deemed the 
front lot line. 

 
 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys.  
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 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 0.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum): 7.0m, except 3.0m where abutting 

lands zoned for Open Space 
purposes.  

 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of the 
townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
(h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i)  Planting Strip:   N/A.  
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (k) Overall Density:  50 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-31”. 
 
  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(m) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.1, 1.25 parking spaces, including 

visitor parking, shall be required per Townhouse dwelling unit. 
 

 (n)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21.4, the dimensions for a surface 
parking space within the front yard shall be 2.6m x 5.8m, visitor 
parking spaces shall have dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5m. 

  
 (o) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.6 (b), the minimum width for a       

two-way driveway shall be 6.0m. 
 
(p) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 
(q) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  

 
(r) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 

 Zone Provisions for (h) - Stacked Townhouse: 
 
 For the purpose of this Zone, a Stacked Townhouse shall be defined as a 

residential apartment building containing a minimum of 4, and a maximum 
of 32 units, each of which has an independent entrance, provided that:  

 
i. Stacked townhouse buildings shall have a maximum length of 60m. 
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ii. Not more than half of all dwelling units shall be on or below the ground 
floor.  

 
iii. Dwelling units shall be fully attached to adjoining units, and are 

attached vertically or horizontally. 
 

iv. Access to all second level units shall be from an interior stairway 
within the stacked townhouse building.  

  
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  120 sq. m. per dwelling unit.  
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum): 30m, for the Block located at 

Burke Street and Skinner Road - 
Burke Street shall be deemed the 
front lot line; for the Block located 
at Skinner Road and Street “A” - 
Street “A” shall be deemed the 
front lot line.  

 
 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 0.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 

(f) Rear Yard (minimum): 7.0m, except 3.0m where abutting 
lands zoned for Open Space 
purposes.  

 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of the 
townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 
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 (i) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (j) Overall Density:  50 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-31”. 
 
  (k) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(l) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.1, 1.25 parking spaces, including 

visitor parking, shall be required per Stacked Townhouse dwelling 
unit. 

 
(m)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21.4, the dimensions for a surface 

parking space within a front yard shall be 2.6m x 5.5m, visitor 
parking spaces shall have dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5m.  
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(n) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.6 (b), the minimum width for a       
two-way driveway shall be 6.0m. 

 
(o) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 
(p) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  
 
(q) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
 Zone Provisions for (i) - Apartment Building:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  2,000 sq. m.  
 

(b) Lot frontage (minimum): 30m, for the Block located at 
Burke Street and Skinner Road - 
Burke Street shall be deemed the 
front lot line; for the Block located 
at Skinner Road and Street “A” - 
Street “A” shall be deemed the 
front lot line. 

 
 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys. 
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum):  0.0m. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 

 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 3.0m.  
 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 4.5m.  
 
 (i)  Planting Strip:    N/A.  
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  5%. 
 
 (k) Overall Density:  50 - 75 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-31”. 
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  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
 

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(m) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.1, 1.25 parking spaces, including 

visitor parking, shall be required per Apartment dwelling unit, no 
parking is required for uses (a) - (e) where located within an 
Apartment Building. 

 
 (n)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21.4, the dimensions for a surface 

 parking space shall be 2.6m x 5.5m. 
 
 (o) Notwithstanding Section 5.21.6 (b), the minimum width for a       

 two-way driveway shall be 6.0m. 
 
(p) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
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(q) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply. 
  
(r) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
 Zone Provisions for (j) - Live-Work Unit: 
 
 For the purpose of this Zone, a Live-Work Unit shall be defined as a street 

townhouse or a townhouse dwelling that may contain residential and any 
of the uses described in Paragraphs (a) to (e), inclusive, on the ground 
floor.  

 
 Regulations for Street Townhouse are as provided in Section (f) above. 
 
 Regulations for Townhouse are as provided in Section (g) above.  
 
 Any permitted commercial use at grade within a Live-Work unit shall be 

exempt from the applicable parking requirement. 
 
8. Section 11 - Medium Density Residential (R6) Zone of Zoning By-law               

No. 90-145-Z (Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding 
the following Sub-section: 
 
11.3 EXCEPTION NUMBERS 
 
11.3.32 “R6-32” (Mixed-Use Medium - Street Townhouses Block “7” 

(R6-32) and Block “15” (R6-32-(H))) 
 
Permitted Uses: 
 
 (a) Street Townhouses  
 
 (b) Storm Water Management Pond  
 

 Zone Provisions for Street Townhouse:  
 

 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  1,506 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  5.5m. 
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(c) Height (maximum):  4 storeys, height shall be 
measured at the front façade. 

   
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard (minimum): 3.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 
garage or attached carport. 

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.0m. 
 

 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 
related to the common wall of the 
street townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum: 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Planting Strip:    N/A. 
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
 
 (k) Overall Density:  30 - 60 upnrh for the lands zoned 

as “R6-32”. 
 
  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 
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Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(m) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

within the front yard shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m           
x 5.8m. 

 
(n) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 
(o) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  

 
(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions 
 of Section 5 shall apply. 

 
9. Section 17 - Urban Commercial (UC) Zone of Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z 

(Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following 
Sub-section: 
 
17.3 EXCEPTION NUMBERS 
 
17.3.12 “UC-12(H)” (MIXED-USE MEDIUM - OUTSIDE OF RETAIL MAIN 

STREET - BLOCK “8”) 
 
Permitted Uses: 
 

(a)  In addition to the uses permitted by Section 17.1, the following 
 additional uses shall also be permitted: 
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(i)  Apartment Building 
(ii)  Gas Bar 
(iii)  Car Wash accessory to Item (ii) 
(iv)  Public Uses  

  
 Prohibited Uses: 
 
  (a)  Vehicle dealerships 
  (b)  Garden Centres as a primary use 
  (c)  Open storage of goods and materials  
  (d)  Funeral Homes 
  (e)  Dry Cleaning Establishments  
  (f)  Automobile Sales and Service Establishment    
 
  General Provisions:  
  

(a)  For each lot or block, a minimum of 40% of the ground floor facade width 
shall be located within a maximum of 25m from the north lot line (Dundas 
Street).  

 
 Zone Provisions: 

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  275 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  9.0m. 
 

 (c) Height (maximum):  8 storeys (following removal of the 
Holding provision, the maximum 
height will be increased to 12 
storeys). 

 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard (minimum):  3.0m. 
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  3.0m. 
 

(g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 3.0m. 
 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 4.5m.  
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(i) Planting Strip (minimum):  A planting strip having a minimum 
width of 3.0m shall be provided 
between the street line and 
parking spaces.  

 
 (j) Landscaped Open Space   5%. 
  (minimum):      
 

(k) Density: 60 to 200 units per net residential 
ha for exclusive residential 
developments of up to 8 storeys 
in height. 

 
  200-300 units per net residential 

ha shall be permitted, subject to 
the removal of the Holding 
provision. 

 
(l) Floor Space Index (FSI): Maximum of 2.5 times the lot 

area.    
    

(m) Gross Leasable Floor Area:  Maximum GLFA for retail and 
service commercial uses shall not 
exceed a total of 25,000 sq. m. 
when combined with the GLFA of 
the UC-13 Zone (Mixed-Use 
Medium - Retail Main Street) and 
the UC-14 Zone (District 
Commercial Zone), exclusive of 
office and service commercial 
uses above the ground floor.  

 
 (n)  Notwithstanding Section 5.21, 1.25 parking spaces, including visitor 

parking, shall be required per apartment dwelling unit. 
 
(o) Loading doors shall not be permitted in a yard abutting a street or a 

yard abutting a Residential Zone or Institutional Zone, except where 
screened from view by a Visual Barrier which may include overhead 
doors. 
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(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 
Section 5 shall apply. 

 
(q) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5m. 
 
10. Section 17 - Urban Commercial (UC) Zone of Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z 

(Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following 
Sub-section: 
 
17.3 EXCEPTION NUMBERS 
 
17.3.13 “UC-13” (MIXED-USE MEDIUM - RETAIL MAIN STREET - BLOCK 

“9”)    
 
Permitted Uses: 
 

(a) In addition to the uses permitted by Section 17.1, the following additional 
uses shall also be permitted: 

 
 Live-Work Unit:  For the purpose of this Zone, a Live-Work Unit shall be 

defined as a street townhouse or a townhouse dwelling that may contain 
residential uses and the following commercial uses on the ground floor: 
retail establishment, personal services, service shop, office, or dry 
cleaning distribution station.  Any permitted commercial use at grade within 
a Live-Work Unit shall be exempt from the applicable parking requirement 

 
Prohibited Uses: 
 

(a) Car Washes  
(b) Automobile Service Stations 
(c) Gas Bars  
(d) Vehicle Dealerships 
(e) Garden Centres as primary use 
(f) Drive through facilities  
(g) Funeral Homes 
(h) Automobile Sales and Service Establishment  
(i) Dry Cleaning Establishment 
(j) Open storage of goods and materials 
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 Zone Provisions (i.e. Freehold): 
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  6.0m. 
 
 (c) Height Maximum:    8 storeys. 
  
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard (maximum):  1.0m.  
 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  5.8m.  
 

(g) Interior Side Yard (maximum): 1.5m, except for the side yard 
related to the common wall of a 
Live-Work Unit, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (maximum: 1.0m.  
 

(i)  Planting Strip (minimum): A planting strip having a minimum 
width of 3.0m shall be provided 
between the street line and 
parking spaces.  

 
 (j) Landscaped Open Space   N/A. 
  (minimum):     
  

(l)  Gross Leasable Floor Area: Minimum of 3,600 sq. m. of retail 
and service commercial floor 
space is to be provided within the 
lands Zoned UC-13 (retail main 
street zone). 

 
(m) Gross Leasable Floor Area:  Maximum GLFA for retail and 

service commercial uses shall not 
exceed a total of 25,000 sq. m. 
when combined with the GLFA of 
the UC-12 Zone (Mixed-Use 
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Medium) and UC-14 Zone 
(District Commercial Zone), 
exclusive of office and service 
commercial uses above the 
ground floor.  

 
(n) Floor Space Index (FSI): Maximum of 2.5 times the lot 

area. 
  
(o) Principal building entrances for Commercial uses shall face the 

Street.  
 

(p) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 
shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5. 

 
 (q) Notwithstanding Section 5.12, any commercial use at grade shall be 

exempt from the applicable parking requirement.  
 

(r) Loading doors shall not be permitted in a yard abutting a street, or a 
yard abutting a Residential Zone or Institutional Zone, except where 
screened from view by a Visual Barrier, which may include 
overhead doors. 

 
(s) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
11. Section 17 - Urban Commercial (UC) Zone of Zoning By-law No. 90-145-Z 

(Flamborough), as amended, is hereby further amended by adding the following 
Sub-section: 
 
17.3 EXCEPTION NUMBERS 
 
17.3.14 “UC-14 (H) (DISTRICT COMMERCIAL - BLOCK “10” and BLOCK 

“16”)  
 
Permitted Uses: 
 

(a)  In addition to the uses permitted by Section 17.1 the following 
 additional uses shall also be permitted: 

 
(i) Automobile Service Station 
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(ii) Gas Bar 
(iii) Car Wash accessory to item (i) and (ii) 
(iv) Live-Work Unit  

 
For the purpose of this Zone, a Live-Work Unit shall be defined as a street 
townhouse or a townhouse dwelling that may contain residential uses and 
the following commercial uses on the ground floor: retail establishment, 
personal services, service shop, office, or dry cleaning distribution station.  
Any permitted commercial use at grade within a Live-Work Unit shall be 
exempt from the applicable parking requirement 
 

 Prohibited Uses:  
 

(i)  Funeral Home 
 
(ii)  Automobile Sales and Service Establishment  
 
(iii)  Dry Cleaning Establishment 
 

 (iv)  Open storage of goods and materials 
 

(v)  Hotels, Motels, Places of Entertainment, and Private Clubs are permitted, 
provided the total floor area of such uses does not exceed 6,000 sq. m.  

 
Zone Provisions for Uses other than a Live-Work Unit:  
 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  275 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  9.0m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):   4 storeys.    
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 

(e) Front Yard:  
(i) (Minimum):   0.0m. 
(ii) (Maximum):   3.0m. (Skinner Road).  

 
 (f) Rear Yard (minimum):  7.5m. 
 

(g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 3.0m. 
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 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 3.0m. 
  

(i) Planting Strip (minimum):  A planting strip having a minimum 
width of 3.0m shall be provided 
between the street line and 
parking spaces.  

 
 (j) Landscaped Open Space   N/A. 
  (minimum):     
 

(k) Gross Leasable Floor Area (maximum) - 9,300 sq. m of retail and 
service commercial floor space comprised of a supermarket of not 
more than 7,500 sq. m., and other permitted retail and service 
commercial floor space to a maximum of 1,800 sq. m.  The 
maximum GLFA is exclusive of office and service commercial uses 
located above the ground floor. 

  
 Upon the removal of the Holding Provision, the Gross Leasable 

Floor Area for retail and service commercial floor space may 
increase to a maximum of 16,000 sq. m. with no restrictions on the 
size of a supermarket or the amount of retail and service 
commercial floor space.  The maximum GLFA is exclusive of office 
and service commercial uses located above the ground floor.  

 
 Maximum GLFA for retail and service commercial uses shall not 

exceed a total of 25,000 sq. m. when combined with the GLFA of 
the UC-12 Zone (Mixed-Use Medium) and UC-13 Zone (Mixed-Use 
Medium - Retail Main Street), exclusive of office and service 
commercial uses above the ground floor.  

  
(l)  GLA for single user (maximum): A single user over 10,000 sq. m. 

shall not be permitted. 
 
(m) GLA for Office Uses:  Office uses on the same lot shall 

not exceed 2,000 sq. m.  
 
(n) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required parking spaces shall 

have minimum dimensions of 2.6m x 5.5. 
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(o) Loading doors shall not be permitted in a yard abutting a street or a 
yard abutting a Residential Zone or Institutional Zone, except where 
screened from view by a Visual Barrier, which may include 
overhead doors. 

 
(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
 
Zone Provisions for Live Work Unit:  

 
 (a) Lot Area (minimum):  150 sq. m. 
 
 (b) Lot frontage (minimum):  5.5m. 
 
 (c) Height (maximum):    4 storeys.  
 
 (d) Lot Coverage (maximum):  N/A. 
 
 (e) Front Yard (minimum): 0.0m, except 5.8m to an attached 

garage or attached carport. 
 

(f) Rear Yard (minimum): 7.0m, except 3.0ms where 
abutting lands zoned for Open 
Space purposes.  

 
 (g) Interior Side Yard (minimum): 1.2m, except for the side yard 

related to the common wall of a 
townhouse, in which case a 
minimum side yard of 0.0m shall 
be provided. 

 
 (h) Exterior Side Yard (minimum): 2.4m, except that an attached 

garage or carport which fronts on 
the exterior lot line shall not be 
located within 5.8m of the exterior 
lot line. 

 
 (i) Planting Strip:    N/A. 
 
 (j) Landscape Open Space:  N/A. 
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 (k) Overall Density:  75 upnrh maximum for the lands 
zoned “UC-14”. 

 
  (l) Yard Encroachments in accordance with the following: 
  

Structure or Item Yard Into Which 
Encroachment is 

Permitted 

Maximum 
Encroachment 
Permitted into 
Required Yard 

Sills, beltcourses, 
cornices, fireplaces, 

chimney breasts, 
pilasters eaves, or 

gutters 
 

All 0.65m 

Bay, Bow or Box 
Windows with or 

without a 
foundation 

 

Required front, 
required rear, and 

required exterior side 
yard 

1.00m plus a 
further 0.3m for 

eaves 

Steps, enclosed 
and unenclosed 

porches 

Required front, 
required rear ,and 

required exterior side 
yard 

 

Porches - 2.0m 
Steps - 0.60m from 

the streetline 
 

Setback of all 
structures from the 

site triangles 

Required front and 
required exterior side 

yard 

0.30m minimum 
setback from a site 

triangle 
 

 
(m) Dimensions of Parking Spaces - all required surface parking spaces 

within the front yard shall have minimum dimensions of 2.6m           
x 5.8m. 

 
(n) Landscaped Open Space General Provision 5.12.1 (d) shall not 

apply. 
 

(o) Planting Strip - General Provision 5.12.2 (d) shall not apply.  
 
(p) General Provisions - Other than contained herein, the provisions of 

Section 5 shall apply. 
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12. (H) Holding Symbol: 
 
Where an (H) symbol is prefixed to a Zone identified in Schedule “A”, the 
following conditions must be fulfilled, to the satisfaction of the City, prior to the 
lifting of the (H) Holding provision on any portion of the lands as noted below: 
 
i) For Blocks 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, and 19 - all Lots abutting a SWM Facility are 

subject to a “H” provision, which shall not be removed until the size and 
shape of the abutting SWM Facility is designed adequately, as per South 
Waterdown Subwatershed Study recommendations, to the satisfaction of 
the Senior Director of Growth Management and Conservation Halton.   
 

ii) Blocks 10 and 16 are subject to a Holding Provision.  Pursuant to 
Paragraph (k) of the Zone Provisions, the maximum Gross Leasable Floor 
Area for the lands shall be 9,300 sq. m. of retail and service commercial 
floor space while the Holding Provision remains in effect.  
 
The Holding Provision shall be removed upon the build out of a minimum 
of 3,600 sq. m. of retail and service commercial floor space within the 
lands zoned as UC-13 (Block 9), to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Planning.  
 
Upon the removal of the Holding Provision, the Gross Leasable Floor Area 
for retail and service commercial floor space may increase to a maximum 
of 16,000 sq. m. with no restrictions on the size of a supermarket or the 
amount of retail and service commercial floor space.  The maximum GLFA 
is exclusive of office and service commercial uses located above the 
ground floor.  
 
Block 16 is also subject to a Holding Provision encompassing the existing 
alignment of GS1 - Tributary 3, Karst Area G regulated Area plus setback, 
the Waterdown South Secondary Plan 30m, GS1 - Tributary 3 realigned 
creek corridor, and the existing commercial plaza.  The Holding provision 
shall apply for any future land uses until a final determination is made with 
respect to the realignment of GS1 - Tributary 3, and an easement in favour 
of the City of Hamilton, is granted over the final creek block(s) to ensure 
public control, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth 
Management and Conservation Halton.   
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iii) Block 8 is subject to a Holding Provision.  Pursuant to Paragraphs (c) and 
(k) of the Zone Provisions, the maximum building height shall be 8 storeys, 
with a density of 60 - 200 upnrh, while the Holding Provision remains in 
effect.   
 
The Holding Provision may be removed subject to the completion of a 
Visual Impact Assessment, to the satisfaction of the City, the Niagara 
Escarpment Commission, and the Director of Planning.  
 

 Upon the removal of the Holding Provision, building height may be 
increased to a maximum of 12 storeys, and density increased to 200 - 300 
upnrh.   

 
13. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to proceed with the giving of 

notice of the passing of this By-law, in accordance with the Planning Act. 

PASSED and ENACTED this       day of      , 2013. 

 
   

R. Bratina  R. Caterini 
Mayor  Clerk 

 
 
ZAC-05-066, ZAC-12-013, and 25T200513 
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Authority: Item       
Planning Committee 
Report 13-      (PED13140) 
CM:       

 

 
 

CITY OF HAMILTON 
 

BY-LAW NO.       

 
To Amend Zoning By-law No. 05-200, 

Respecting Lands Located at 392, 488, and 530 Dundas Street East, Concession 
3, Part of Lots 2, 3, 4, and 5 (East Flamborough), in the Former Town of 

Flamborough, now in the City of Hamilton  

 
WHEREAS the City of Hamilton has in force several Zoning By-laws which apply to 
the different areas incorporated into the City by virtue of the City of Hamilton Act, 
1999, S.O. 1999, Chap. 14; 
 
AND WHEREAS the City of Hamilton is the lawful successor to the former 
Municipalities identified in Section 1.7 of By-law 05-200; 
 
AND WHEREAS it is desirable to enact a new Zoning By-law to comprehensively deal 
with zoning throughout the City; 
 
AND WHEREAS the first stage of the new Zoning By-law, being By-law 05-200, came 
into force on May 25, 2005; 

AND WHEREAS this By-law is in conformity with the Official Plan of the City of 
Hamilton (the Official Plan of the Former Town of Flamborough, approved by the 
Minister under the Planning Act on September 27, 1988) in accordance with the 
provisions of the Planning Act. 
 
NOW THEREFORE the City of Hamilton enacts as follows: 
 

1. That Maps 384, 414, 415, 416, 447, 448, and 483 of Schedule “A” of By-law No. 
05-200 are amended by zoning the lands Open Space Zone “P4”, the extent 
and boundaries of which are shown as “Block 1” on a plan hereto annexed as 
Schedule “A”. 
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2. That Map 415 of Schedule “A” of By-law 05-200 is amended by zoning the 
lands Open Space Zone “P4-455”, the extent and boundaries of which are 
shown as “Block 2” on a plan hereto annexed as Schedule “A”. 

3. That Maps 384, 414, 415, 416, 447, 448, and 483, of Schedule “A” of By-law 
No. 05-200 are amended by zoning the lands Conservation/Hazard Land Zone 
“P5”, the extent and boundaries of which are shown as “Block 3” on a plan 
hereto annexed as Schedule “A”. 

4. That Map 415 of Schedule “A” of By-law No. 05-200 is amended by zoning the 
lands Neighbourhood Institutional Zone “I1”, the extent and boundaries of which 
are shown as “Block 4” on a plan hereto annexed as Schedule “A”. 

5. That Schedule “C” of By-law No. 05-200 is amended by adding an additional 
Special Exception, as follows: 
 
“455. Within the lands zoned Open Space and Parks (P4-455) Zone, identified 

on Map 415 of Schedule “A”, and described as part of 392 Dundas Street 
East, being Block 2 on Schedule “A” of this By-law, the following special 
provision shall apply: 

 
a) In addition to the uses permitted within Section 4.4 and Section 

7.4 of By-law 05-200, the subject property shall also be permitted 
to be used for a municipal water tower. 

 

6. That the Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to proceed with the giving of 
 notice  of the  passing of this By-law, in accordance with the Planning Act. 

 

PASSED and ENACTED this       day of      , 2013. 

 

 

 
   

R. Bratina  R. Caterini 
Mayor  Clerk 
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Special Conditions of Draft Plan Approval for 25T-200513, Waterdown 
 

That this approval apply to the Draft Plan of Subdivision, 25T200513, prepared by 
Bousfields Inc. and certified by J.D. Barnes, O.L.S., dated May 31, 2013, showing 903 
Blocks, 811 lots (Lots 1-811) for single detached and semi-detached dwellings, 50 
Blocks (Blocks 812-851) for townhouses, 6 Blocks (Blocks 852-857) for Reserves, 7 
Blocks (Blocks 858-864) for Medium Density Mixed-Use, 3 Blocks (Blocks 865-867) for 
Medium Density uses, 2 Blocks (Blocks 868-869) for Neighbourhood Nodes, 1 Block 
(Block 870) for District Commercial uses, 1 Block (Block 871) for a Fire Hall, 1 Block 
(Block 872) for a School, 4 Blocks (Blocks 873-876) for Park uses, 1 Block (Block 877) 
for a Parkette, 1 Block (Block 878) for a Watertower, 5 Blocks (Blocks 879-883) for 
Stormwater Management Ponds, 12 Blocks (Blocks 884-895) for Open Space Blocks, 
2 Blocks (Blocks 896-897) for Service Blocks, 1 Block (Block 898) for Overland Flow 
Route, 1 Block (Block 899) for a walkway, 3 Blocks (Blocks 900-902) for Hydro 
Corridor/Walkway, and 1 Block (Block 903) for Future Development, subject to the 
owner entering into a Standard Form Subdivision Agreement, as approved by City 
Council, and with the following special conditions. 

 
Engineering: 
 
1. That the owner shall agree that Lots 126 -127, 423 - 432, and 634 - 638; and 

Blocks 821, 822, and 831, all of which are abutting stormwater management 
blocks, are undevelopable until the size of abutting block is confirmed to be 
sufficient to accommodate the final design of the stormwater management 
facility, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth Management. 

 
2. That the owner shall agree to relocate, as required and at his expense, all utility 

poles, hydrants, pedestals, hydro vaults, etc., that are affected by improvements 
required as a result of the subject draft plan, on Dundas Street, Mountain Brow 
Road, and at the Waterdown Road/Mill Street intersection, to the satisfaction of 
the Senior Director, Growth Management Division. 

 
3. That the owner shall agree that phasing of the subject lands shall be to the 

satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth Management.  Further, in the first 
phase of servicing: 

 
i) Burke Street extension shall be constructed to Flanders Drive and include a 

connection to Mountain Brow Road, east of SWM Facility #4; 
 
ii) Street A and Skinner Road shall be constructed to the district water tower 

(Block 884) to provide road access. 
 
iii) Watermain on Street A and Skinner Road shall be constructed to provide 

watermain looping. 
 
iv) Temporary routing of traffic from Burke Street to Waterdown Road through 

the local road network is not permitted. 
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Prior to Registration of the Final Plan of Subdivision: 
  
4.  That minimum 4.5m x 4.5m daylight triangles shall be established on the final 

Plan of Subdivision on lots and blocks at intersections of local roads. 
  
5. That minimum 15m x 15m daylight triangles shall be established on the final Plan 

of Subdivision for Skinner Road at Dundas Street and Street A at Dundas Street. 
  
6. That Blocks 898 and 899 shall be dedicated to the City of Hamilton by the 

owner’s certificate on the final Plan of Subdivision, as public walkways and Block 
897 dedicated as a Servicing Block. 

 
7. That the owner shall submit the necessary transfer deeds to the City’s Legal 

Services to convey: adequate blocks for SWM facilities within the draft plan 
(Blocks 879 - 883), Block 884 for the district water tower and Blocks (885 - 895) 
for open space, subject to Condition 69.  Further, Block 896 and 910 are to be 
incorporated in SWM Blocks. 

 
8. That sufficient sanitary capacity shall be confirmed at Pumping Station DC14 on 

Dundas Street East, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth 
Management. 

 
9. That, prior to servicing, the owner shall prepare a Water Servicing Study 

demonstrating how residential and fire flows demands will be accommodated 
based on field information and hydraulic modeling in order to support the 
application.  The Report shall focus on the following issues: 

 
 a) Tabularize the expected occupancy; 
  
 b) Generate water demand estimation related to close nodes; 
 
 c) Calculate needed fire flow (via FUS, 1999); 
 

d) Provide Water Quality Plan to address phasing of the development       
(i.e. watermain looping/flushing required for interim periods); 

  
e) Utilize some 200mm watermains in proposed watermain layout 

 especially for the extensions of existing watermains.  

10.  That the owner shall pay their proportionate share for the future urbanization of 
Dundas Street East from the future intersection of the E-W Arterial Road to the 
east limits of the draft plan lands, based on the City’s “New Roads Servicing 
Rate” in effect at the time of payment, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of 
Growth Management. 
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11.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design all road geometrics to 
City standards.  The minimum urban residential horizontal centreline road 
radius, excluding 90º curves, shall be 90m for locals, 95m for minor collectors, 
and 160m for major collectors. 

 
12.  That the owner shall agree to establish sufficient right-of-way on the final Plan of 

Subdivision to accommodate installation of roundabouts at the following 
locations: 

 
- intersection of Burke Street and Street AC/C; 
 
- intersection of Skinner Road East and Collector Road “B” of the 

Secondary Plan; 
  

  to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth Management. 
  

13.  That the owner shall dedicate all sections of Grindstone Creek and buffer 
adjacent to the ESA lands within the draft plan, to the City by transfer deed.  The 
transferred area will not be included in the 5% Parkland Dedication calculation 
for this development, except as per Condition 69. 

 
14. That the owner shall locate all Lots and Blocks outside of any buffer areas, as 

approved in the South Waterdown Subwatershed Study. 
 
15. That the owner shall covenant and agree to include the following notice to 

perspective purchasers in all Agreements of Purchase and Sale for all lots 
having a retaining wall more than 1m in height: 

   
 “The owner of this lot shall not, on, in, or over the wall (i) excavate, 
 drill, install, erect or build; (ii) plant any tree, construct any pit, well, 
 pavement, building, or structure; and (iii) alter the grading or any 
 over-land drainage patterns approved by the City, without the prior 
 written consent of the City." 
 
Prior to Preliminary Grading: 

 
16.  That the owner shall obtain the necessary approvals from the Conservation 

Authority, MNR, and DFO for the works adjacent to the ESA or hazard lands, 
and prepare a monitoring plan to establish monitoring locations, parameters, 
reporting structure, and length of the monitoring program, at his expense, and 
post sufficient securities with the City for completion of the said program, to the 
satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth Management. 

 
17.  That the owner shall decommission any domestic well or sewage disposal 

system that is found within the draft plan lands, to the satisfaction of the Senior 
Director of Growth Management. 
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18.  That, prior to preliminary grading, the owner shall provide, to the satisfaction 
of the Senior Director, Growth Management Division, a plan or procedure for 
dealing with issues concerning dust control and street cleaning (external roads 
included) throughout construction within the subdivision, including homes.  This 
document will also include, first point of contact, a schedule for regular cleaning 
of streets that is specific to the methods to be used, the source of water, and the 
contractor or agent to be used to undertake the works, as well as the 
contractor/agent contact information so that the City can direct works be 
completed, as necessary. 

 
19.  That the owner shall agree to inform and update property owners within 300m 

from the place of blasting by direct notice and advertise in the local newspaper. 
The owner is to provide a blasting survey addressing impacts of blasting, and 
get City approval prior to any blasting works, if required. 

 
Prior to Servicing: 

 
20.  That the owner shall include, with the first submission of the engineering plans, a 

report, complete with contingency plan, prepared by a karst specialist, to 
address any potential servicing issues related, but not limited to, ground water 
movement, contamination, sinkhole collapse, etc., that may arise during 
completion of the proposed works within areas with known or potential presence 
of karst features, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth 
Management. 

21.  That the owner shall prepare a Groundwater Study to address the impact of the 
proposed development on the water supply and sewage disposal systems 
downstream of the site by implementing a Water Well Monitoring Program, 
including any karst spring utilized for household water supply, at his expense. 
The owner shall, pending the outcome of the said Study, address any identified 
issue, at his expense, to the Satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth 
Management. 

22.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost estimate 
schedules, the urbanization of the south side of Dundas Street East, from Burke 
Street to the future intersection of Skinner Road, including, but not limited to, 
storm sewer, curb and sidewalk, turning lanes, traffic signals and street lights, 
pavement markings, median islands, etc., at his expense, and to the satisfaction 
of the Senior Director of Growth Management. 
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23.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost estimate 
schedules, all necessary works within the Mountain Brow Road road allowance, 
from King Road to the future extension of Burke Street, including but not limited 
to, reconstructing a portion of the road to reflect the approved Waterdown South 
Secondary Plan as a character road, multi-use path installation, required street 
lighting, removal of pavement and naturalization of disturbed areas, re-ditching, 
closing of the road, etc., at his expense, and to the satisfaction of the Senior 
Director of Growth Management. 

 
24.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost estimate 

schedules, recommendations of Waterdown Road ESR, from Flanders Drive to 
Skinner Road, and required interim upgrades (if any) to the intersection of 
Mountain Brow Road with Mill Street/Waterdown Road, as a direct result of the 
phase-by-phase development of the subject lands, to the satisfaction of the 
Senior Director of Growth Management. 

 
25.  That, prior to preliminary grading, the owner shall agree, to the satisfaction of 

the Senior Director of Growth Management: 
 

i. The owner shall submit a detailed Storm Water Management (SWM) 
Report, prepared by a qualified professional, that demonstrates how 
quality and quantity control criteria, including the existing water budget 
model, will be handled, in accordance with City of Hamilton Storm 
Drainage Policy, City of Hamilton Criteria and Guidelines for Stormwater 
Infrastructure Design, as well the recommendations of the “South 
Waterdown Subwatershed Study”.  Further the owner shall: 

 
ii. The pond design geometry shall be as per City of Hamilton Criteria and 

Guidelines for Stormwater Infrastructure Design 2007 and pond landscaping, 
as per City of Hamilton Landscape Design Guidelines for SWM facilities 
(May 2009). 

 
iii. To provide a hydraulic grade line and erosion threshold assessment with 

respect to the minor and major system conveyances at the downstream 
end in order to establish the potential  impacts. 

 
Further that, prior to assumption, the owner shall agree: 

iv. To construct, operate, and maintain, at the owner’s expense, the stormwater 
management facility, in a manner acceptable to the City, including any 
changes to conditions of the MOE’s approval, throughout servicing of all 
stages of draft plan registration and development of all registered lots and 
blocks, or until such time as determined by the Director of Development 
Engineering; and, 
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v. Operate and maintain, in an acceptable manner, the stormwater 
management facility(s) throughout the construction and all stages of 
development until a time, as established by the Senior Director of Growth 
Management, and monitor such operation and effects thereof; and, 

 
vi. To remove sediment from the stormwater management facility and oil/grit 

separators attributed to development, carry out a bathymetric survey, and 
verify volumetric capacity of the stormwater management facility, prior to 
release of the owner’s operation and maintenance responsibilities for the 
stormwater management facility. 

 
vii. To submit an Operation and Maintenance Manual, as per the City of 

Hamilton Operation and Maintenance Report for Stormwater Management 
Facilities (May 2009), for approval by the Senior Director, Growth 
Management, and inspect and monitor the stormwater management facility 
upon commencement of construction or pre-grading of the subject lands 
through to assumption of the facility; and, 

 
viii. To keep detailed logs concerning stormwater management facility 

performance and maintenance, including costs for cleaning and removal of 
sediment, and submit such logs to the City during pre-grading, construction 
activities, and at the time of assumption, in accordance with the Operation 
Manual. 
 

26.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost estimate 
schedules, provision for a 1.5m high heavy duty black vinyl galvanized chain link 
fence between private and public lands, including parkland, SWM facilities, 
walkways, ESA buffers, Burke Street, and the hydro corridor, to the satisfaction 
of the Director of Growth Management. 

 
27.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost estimate 

schedules, provision for a 1.5m high heavy duty black vinyl galvanized chain link 
fence between open space blocks and the: future school block (Block 878), 
district water tower (Block 884), park block (Block 879), and commercial block 
(Block 876), to the satisfaction of the Director of Growth Management. 

 
28.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost estimate 

schedules, provision to install multi-use paths, in accordance with the 
Waterdown South Secondary Plan, and paved public walkways with bollards at 
locations as directed by the City, at his expense, and to the satisfaction of the 
Senior Director of Growth Management. 

 
29.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost estimates, 

provision to install municipal sidewalks, in accordance with the current City of 
Hamilton Policy, and to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of the Growth 
Management. 
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30.  That, the owner shall prepare a driveway location/on street parking plan that 
shall be submitted showing: 

 
- the location of driveways based on the premise of achieving on-street 

parking for 40% of the ground related total dwelling units per phase; 
 
- the driveways ramps and curb openings for all lots; 

- the pairing of driveways; 
 
- where lots in the subdivision abut a park entrance or a public walkway, as 

the case may be; and, 
 

- the location of transit pads, community mailbox pads, and fire hydrants, 
where the location has been determined by the appropriate authorities. 

 
to the satisfaction of the Senior Director, Growth Management Division. 

 
31.  That the owner shall submit a Hydrogeological Report to the City, prepared by a 

qualified professional, to assess impacts, identify any significant recharge and 
discharge zone, provide recommendations to mitigate the groundwater impacts 
during any construction within the subdivision including, but not limited to, house 
construction, address the impacts of the pond bottom elevation below the 
groundwater table, and to undertake any mitigative works, as recommended, 
including monitoring.  The Report shall include a groundwater contingency plan 
to ensure that an appropriate mitigation strategy is available to be implemented 
in the case whereof: 

 
i)  An aquifer is breached during construction; 
 
ii)  Groundwater is encountered during any construction within the subdivision 

 including, but not limited to, house construction; 
 
iii)  Sump pumps, if required, are found to be continuously running; and, 
 
iv)  Water supply and sewage disposal systems, and any surface and 

 groundwater related infrastructure, are negatively impacted. 
 

32.  That the owner shall indicate all driveway locations on the engineering drawings 
for all lots, and that no driveway shall be located within a daylight triangle or 
such that access is restricted by a splitter island at a roundabout, to the 
satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth Management, and Director of 
Engineering Services. 
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33.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design for the draft plan lands, 
removal of all dead or diseased trees within the City’s road allowance, as 
required by reconstruction on existing streets, and pay all costs for replacement 
of such street trees.  A Tree Preservation Plan, to be submitted to the 
satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth Management, for Mountain Brow 
Road tree removal across the frontage of the subject lands. 

  
34.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design and cost schedules, 

provision for a minimum of 2.0m separation between foundation walls in order to 
facilitate one-way drainage or accommodate any rear yard catch basin which 
requires an overland flow route to the road, to the satisfaction of the Senior 
Director, Growth Management Division.  Further, the owner shall demonstrate 
that all minor and major overland flow from the rear yards can be safely 
conveyed to appropriate outlets. 

 
35.  That the owner shall submit a detailed sump pump design to include a 

secondary relief/overflow on surface and back-up power unit.  The pump design 
shall consider the weeping tile inflow based on the groundwater and severe wet 
weather conditions, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director, Growth 
Management Division. 

 
36.  That the owner shall notify the downstream private land owner(s) of impending 

pond construction, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth 
Management Division. 

 
37.  That the owner shall include in the engineering design options for the City’s 

consideration to address transitional grading without retaining walls, while still 
providing the required maximum 5% grade within the required 5.0m rear yards of 
the subject lands, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth 
Management. 

 
38.  That, prior to registration, the owner and the City of Hamilton shall enter into a 

written agreement with respect to the conditions, including timing, of the 
purchase and sale of Block 871 as a Fire Station, to the satisfaction of the 
Director of Planning. 

 
Traffic: 
 
39. That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree to construct a roundabout at 

the intersection of Burke and Streets C/AC.  The applicant shall retain an expert 
roundabout Engineering Consultant to design the roundabout, to the satisfaction 
of the Director of Engineering Services.   
 

40.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree to construct Street AC as a 
20m Right-of-Way, to the satisfaction of the Senior Director of Growth 
Management. 
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41.  That, prior to servicing, the owner may re-assess the preferred solution for 
traffic control at the intersection of Skinner Road with future Shalem Road 
(Collector Road “B” of the Secondary Plan), to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Engineering Services.  Should preference for a roundabout be re-affirmed, the 
west leg of the roundabout shall be constructed as a shared private driveway to 
serve Blocks 870 and 866. 

  
42.  That, prior to registration, per the Waterdown South Secondary Plan Traffic 

Study (February, 2010), Skinner Road shall align centreline-to-centreline with 
Evans Road at Dundas Street, to the satisfaction of the Director of Engineering 
Services.  The intersection shall include upgraded traffic signals, a minimum 
25m northbound left turn storage lane, and an exclusive northbound right-turn 
lane (the latter identified in Reed Voorhees Study).   

 
43.  That, prior to registration, per the Waterdown South Secondary Plan Traffic 

Study (February 2010), Street A shall align centreline-to-centreline with Spring 
Creek Drive, and be constructed as a fully signalized intersection at Dundas 
Street, to the satisfaction of the Director of Engineering Services.  The 
intersection shall include a minimum 50m northbound left-turn storage at 
Dundas Street.   

 
44.  That, prior to registration, per the Waterdown South Secondary Plan Traffic 

Study (February 2010), Street B shall align centreline-to-centreline with Pamela 
Street, and be constructed as a fully signalized intersection at Dundas Street, to 
the satisfaction of the Director of Engineering Services.  The intersection shall 
include a minimum 25m northbound left-turn storage at Dundas Street.  

 
45.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall submit detailed design drawings in 

MicroStation V8, to the satisfaction of the Manager of Design Engineering 
Services. for Traffic Signals, Pavement Markings, and Traffic Signs for the 
following the intersections: 

 
- Dundas Street at Skinner Road / Evans Road 
- Dundas at Spring Creek Drive / Street A 
- Dundas at Pamela Street / Street B 

 
46.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall include in the engineering design, a  

splitter island at the Burke/Skinner roundabout, extending 10m south of the 
south curb line of Streets AI/Y, such that Streets AI/Y function for right turns-in 
and right turns-out only and, if feasible, at the intersection of Street A at Street 
B/D, a raised intersection, including crosswalks, be constructed at a higher 
elevation than the adjacent roadway,  to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Engineering Services and Senior Director of Growth Management. 
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47.  That, prior to issuance of a Building Permit, the owner shall provide a 
driveway location plan, to the satisfaction of the Director of Engineering 
Services. 

  
48.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree that the eastern most 

driveways to Blocks 812 and 813 must be located along the west lot line of the 
eastern most units and driveway access to Block 868, located mid-block with the 
access to Skinner and Street Y, to the satisfaction of the Director of Engineering 
Services, in order that they do not interfere with the west splitter island of the 
Burke/Skinner roundabout. 

  
49.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree that the eastern most 

driveways to Blocks 819 and 820 must be located along the west lot line of the 
eastern most units, and that the western most driveway to Block 821 be located 
along the eastern lot line of the western most unit, to the satisfaction of the 
Director of Engineering Services, in order that they do not interfere with the west 
splitter island of the Burke/Streets C/AC roundabout.  It is noted that some of the 
driveways to Blocks 819, 820, and 821 will function as right-in/right-out due to 
the location of the proposed splitter island. 

 
50.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree that the driveways to Blocks 

821 and 867 must be located along the east lot line, to the satisfaction of the 
Director of Engineering Services, in order that they do not interfere with the east 
splitter island of the Burke/Streets C/AC roundabout. 

 
51.  That, prior to servicing, the owner shall include in the engineering design and 

cost schedules, installation of bicycle lanes on Skinner Road, from the west 
limits of the subject lands to Dundas Street, to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Engineering Services. 

 
52.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall submit detailed design drawings in 

MicroStation V8 for Pavement Markings and Traffic Signs, to the satisfaction of 
the Manager of Design, Engineering Services, for the on-street painted bike 
lanes on Skinner Road. 

 
53.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall pay for the future installation of 

School Zone 40 Km/hr Flashers on Skinner Road, in front of Block 939, to the 
satisfaction of the Director of Engineering Services. 

 
54. That, prior to registration, the owner shall submit a Traffic Sightline Study that 

demonstrates minimum sightlines are available for Street J looking east, to the 
satisfaction of the Director of Engineering Services. 
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55. That, prior to servicing, the owner shall include in the engineering design and 
cost schedule, traffic calming measures in front of the future School and 
adjacent Park Blocks, and the Hydro Corridor for the trail connection, to the 
satisfaction of the Director of Planning, and the Director of Engineering Services. 

 
 
HCA: 

To be determined through the Ontario Municipal Board Hearing. 
 

 
Planning, Heritage and Design: 
  
Urban Design Requirements: 

 
56. That, prior to registration, an Urban Design Brief shall be submitted to 

demonstrate compliance with the Urban Design Policies/Guidelines of this Plan.  
The Urban Design Brief shall include text, plans, details and/or elevations, as 
necessary, to demonstrate how the intent of the Secondary Plan policies has 
been met, to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning.  The owner shall agree 
to adhere to the Urban Design Guidelines, and submit building plans for the lots 
identified in the Urban Design Guidelines to the City’s Urban Designer/Architect 
for review and approval, prior to the issuance of the Building Permit.   
 
The Urban Design Guidelines shall include, but not be limited to: 
 
a) the design of the pedestrian Main Street, and in particular, the design of the 

public realm, including sidewalks and landscaping treatment; 
 
b) the design of units adjacent Mountain Brow Road and Burke Street, and in 

particular, provide more specific details regarding fence materials, articulated 
noise walls, landscaping and height, in addition to the rear building elevations, 
in order to demonstrate how the impact of the reverse frontage lots will be 
minimized; 

 
c) design of the Neighbourhood Nodes, and in particular, the design of the 

required ‘Village Squares’;  
 
d) detailed design of the specific residential and commercial areas, as identified 

within the Secondary Plan; 
 
all to the satisfaction of the Manager of Development Planning, Heritage and 
Design. 
 

57.  That, at the owner’s expense, a “Control Architect” shall be retained, to the 
satisfaction of the Manager of Development Planning, Heritage and Design, and 
whose function shall be: 
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i) To ensure, amongst other matters, the appropriate development of each 
lot with respect to siting, built form, materials, colours, and landscaping in 
compliance with the approved Architectural and Urban Design Guidelines; 
and, 

ii) To certify, through stamping and signing, all drawings for the development 
of each lot and/or block, subject to the Architectural Guidelines, prior to 
the issuance of any Building Permit(s). 

 
58. That the City of Hamilton may undertake periodic reviews of certified drawings to  

ensure compliance with the Architectural and Urban Design Guidelines.  Where 
inadequate compliance is evident, the City of Hamilton may cease to accept 
certified drawings by the Control Architect, and the owner shall retain another 
Control Architect, satisfactory to the Manager of Development Planning, Heritage 
and Design.   

 
59. That, prior to registration, the owner shall submit final unit counts, 

demonstrating conformity with the density provisions of the Secondary Plan or 
how conformity will be achieved through future phases, to the satisfaction of the 
Director of Development Planning. 
 

 Record of Site Condition: 
 

60. That, prior to registration of the Subdivision Agreement, the owner/applicant 
shall submit a signed Record of Site Condition (RSC) to the City of Hamilton and 
the Ministry of the Environment (MOE).  The RSC will be required for the lands 
adjacent 490 Dundas Street East (Gas Station), known municipally as 488 
Dundas Street East.  This RSC must be to the satisfaction of the City of 
Hamilton, including a notice of acknowledgement of the RSC by the MOE, and 
submission of the City of Hamilton’s current RSC administration fee. 
 

Noise Study Requirements: 
 

61. That, prior to registration of the Subdivision Agreement, the owner/applicant 
shall investigate the noise levels on the site, and determine and implement the 
noise control measures that are satisfactory to the City of Hamilton in meeting 
the Ministry of the Environments recommended sound level limits.  An 
Acoustical Report, prepared by a qualified Professional Engineer, containing the 
recommended control measures, shall be submitted, to the satisfaction of the 
City of Hamilton, Director of Planning.  Should a peer review of the Acoustical 
Report be warranted, all associated costs shall be borne by the owner/applicant, 
and shall be submitted, to the satisfaction of the City of Hamilton, Director of 
Planning. 
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Street Names and Numbering: 
 

62. That the owner shall agree that prior to the closing of Mountain Brow Road, 
adjacent to Block 882 and/or prior to the registration of a Plan of Subdivision 
containing Street “O” (whichever one comes first), to initiate a street name 
change to rename the portion of Mountain Brow Road adjacent to Lots 433 to 
467 by submitting the required processing fee for a “Change of Street Name” to 
the Growth Management Section. 

 
63. That, prior to registration of the Subdivision Agreement, the owner shall 

agree to incur any cost associated by the renaming of Mountain Brow Road to 
the owner of 398 Mountain Brow Road, including but not limited to, replacement 
and installation of the 911 Rural Numbering Sign, Canada Post fees to redirect 
mail for six months, and the replacement of any other structure or sign that 
indicates the municipal number or street name, to the satisfaction of the Director 
of Growth Management.  

 
Warning Clauses: 

 
64. That, prior to registration of the Subdivision Agreement, the owner shall 

agree to include on all notices of purchase and sale of residential units, the 
following warning clauses: 
 

“On-street, public parking in the surrounding neighbourhood will be 
limited and cannot be guaranteed in perpetuity.  Garage space for this 
unit is provided and intended for the purposes of parking a vehicle.  It is 
the owner’s responsibility to ensure that their parking needs can be 
accommodated.” 

 
 For those residential units within a Neighbourhood Node: 
 

“Residents are to be advised that commercial uses are permitted to be 
located within this designation under the existing applicable Zoning      
By-law provisions, without the requirement of a public planning process”. 
 

For those residential units with restricted accesses: 
 

“Residents are to be advised that restricted vehicular movements are 
required to the access arrangements of their property”. 
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Trail Design and Construction: 
 

65. That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree to construct a 4m wide 
granular trail along the Hydro Corridor, both north and south of the open space 
block, a trail connection between Blocks 901 and 902, and a trail constructed 
along Block 892, to the satisfaction of the environment and sustainable 
infrastructure. 

 
66. That, prior to registration, the owner shall submit and receive approval of a 

plan illustrating the location and construction details of all required trails through 
the Draft Plan of Subdivision, to the satisfaction of the environment and 
sustainable infrastructure. 

 
Archaeology: 

 
67. That one registered archaeological site remains on the subject property, and the 

applicant has stated their intent in the Archaeological Report                     
(PIF P018-144-2005) to conserve the site in place and transfer ownership to the 
City or Conservation Authority.  The Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport has 
specified the following conditions are to be met, prior to such transfers of 
property encompassing archaeological sites for their long term conservation: 

 
1) A 10m buffer zone to be established around the archaeological site, 
 and incorporated into Block “894”;  

2) The incorporation of the archaeological site within a defined and 
 dedicated Block within a registered plan;  
 
3) The protection of this Block through restrictive covenants incorporating 
 Ministry-specified text; 
 
4) Provision of a notice of intent to transfer of title for this Block to a third 
 party public body, and acknowledgement by that third party of these 
 intentions; 
  
5) The protection of each Block through prohibitive zoning incorporating 
 Ministry-specified text; 
 
6) The installation of temporary fencing to protect each site during 
 construction activities; and, 
  
7) Documentation from the proponent undertaking to avoid any disturbance 
 of each Block and the archaeological site thereon, prior to receiving     
 sign-off of the Provincial interest. 
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In addition, special conditions for this transfer include: 

 That, prior to registration of the final Plan of Subdivision, Block “963” 
(Archaeological site AiGx-300) be conveyed to the City. 

 
 That, prior to registration of the draft Plan of Subdivision, the owner shall 

provide the sum of $10,000 per hectare, to be placed in a City fund for the 
perpetual care and maintenance of Block “963”, to the satisfaction of the 
Director of Planning. 

 
 That, prior to registration of the final Plan of Subdivision, the owner shall 

prepare, at their expense, an Archaeological Site Management Plan for Block 
“963”, prepared by a licensed archaeologist from the City of Hamilton's roster 
of consulting archaeologists, to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning 
detailing, but not limited to: 

 
i)  The intended long-term use of the Block “963”; 
ii)  Any means of long-term physical definition and protection of the sites; 
iii)  Surface treatment (e.g. ground-cover); 
iv)  Neighbourhood and Councillor engagement; and, 
v) First Nations engagement and the nature of this involvement. 
 

68.  That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree to place in any and all 
Agreements of Purchase and Sale for lots and blocks within the Draft Plan within 
100m of the archaeological site, a clause indicating the following: 

 
“In respect of open space maintenance, a notice advising prospective 
purchasers and tenants that, despite the fact the City has ownership of 
the archeological site, maintenance of that site will be at a minimum, 
and the site will remain in a natural state, which may become of 
concern, occasionally interfering with some activities of the abutting 
land owners.” 

 
69.   That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree, in writing, to provide     

Cash-in-Lieu of Parkland, as provided for under Section 51 of the Planning Act, 
and in accordance with the City’s Parkland Dedication By-law No. 09-124.  The 
Cash-in-Lieu payment shall be required prior to the issuance of a Building 
Permit, based on the market value of the lands of the day prior to the day of 
draft approval, and the calculation of the payment is based upon the unit count, 
as shown on the final M Plan.  The development may be subject to the alternate 
dedication rate of 1 ha per 300 dwelling units if the density of development is 
between 20 and 75 Dwelling units per ha, inclusive; a rate of 0.6 ha per 300 
dwelling units if the density of development is between 75 and 120 units per ha, 
inclusive; and a rate of 0.5 ha per 300 dwelling units if the density of 
development is greater than 120 units per ha.  Final determination of Parkland 
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Dedication is subject to a determination of the implications of the Memorandum 
of Agreement, dated October 30, 1997. 

 
70.   That, prior to registration, the owner shall demonstrate that the lands to be 

dedicated to the City of Hamilton for the purposes of Parkland (Blocks 873, 874, 
876, and 878) has occurred, and been appropriately zoned to accommodate the 
future proposed land uses, to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning. 

 
71.   That, prior to registration, the applicant shall prepare a General Vegetation 

Inventory/Tree Protection Plan, prepared by a certified arborist or landscape 
architect, at the owner’s expense, and to the satisfaction of the Director of 
Planning. 

 
72.   That, prior to registration, the owner shall agree that, in addition to the City’s 

regular Development Charge, a charge will be paid to the City of Hamilton of 
$800 per unit at the time of issuance of Building Permits.  This charge shall be 
indexed to the Consumer Price Index, commencing on the date of issuance of 
the first Building Permit, for those lands designated “Urban” or on January 1, 
1999, whichever comes first, as outlined in the Memorandum of Agreement 
adopted by By-law 103-1999. 

 
73. That, prior to servicing, the owner shall agree, in writing, as follows: 

(i) That where construction of services is proposed in Karst Areas A, B, or C, 
a Geotechnical Engineer shall be retained to assess pre-construction 
conditions in the areas proposed for such construction, to determine the 
load bearing properties of the rock, and to determine if grouting of the 
bedrock is required to the satisfaction of the Director of Development 
Engineering. 

 
(ii) That if karst features are encountered during the construction of services, 

they shall be remediated, as directed, by a Geotechnical Engineer, in 
consultation with a karst specialist as a function of the specific 
construction-related activity. 

 
(iii) That if karst features are encountered during the construction of 

basements, mitigation measures shall be undertaken, in accordance with 
recommendations of a Geotechnical Engineer, in consultation with a karst 
specialist, to the satisfaction of the Director of Development Engineering. 

 
74. That, prior to preliminary grading, that the owner shall receive any necessary 

Demolition Permits for any existing buildings on the property and submit proof 
that the buildings have been demolished or otherwise removed, to the 
satisfaction of the director of Planning. 
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Hamilton-Wentworth District Public School Board: 

75. That the owner, at their expense, shall place adequate signage on site, based on 
Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board specifications, advising that students 
from this development are likely to be redirected to schools outside of the area 
with available capacity, and that students may be transported, as governed by 
the Hamilton-Wentworth School Board’s Transportation Policy, unless granted 
exception. 

 
76. That the Subdivision/Condominium Agreement shall include a Notice to 

purchasers advising that students are likely to be redirected to schools outside of 
the area with available capacity, as governed by the Hamilton-Wentworth School 
Board’s Transportation Policy. 

 
77. That any rental or lease agreement required for occupancy shall include a clause 

advising renters or leasers that students from this development are likely to be 
redirected to schools outside of the area with available capacity. 

 
78. That a warning clause shall be included in the Subdivision/Condominium 

Agreement advising the purchasers that students of the Hamilton-Wentworth 
District Public School Board system are likely to be redirected to schools outside 
the area with available capacity, as governed by the Hamilton-Wentworth School 
Board’s Transportation Policy. 

 
ESAIEG: 
 
79. That, prior to registration of the final Plan of Subdivision, the applicant shall 

provide information from the Secondary Plan, which indicates the width of 
buffers to be provided, to the satisfaction of the City of Hamilton, Director of 
Planning. 

 
80. That, prior to registration of the final Plan of Subdivision, ESAIEG shall be 

provided with the final design for the bridge crossing GS-1, to the satisfaction of 
the City of Hamilton, Director of Planning. 

 
81. That, prior to registration of the final Plan of Subdivision, ESAIEG shall be 

provided with the Monitoring Report for the South Waterdown Secondary 
Planning area, to the satisfaction of the City of Hamilton, Director of Planning. 
 

Canada Post: 
 
82. That the owner shall covenant and agree to provide the Senior Director of 

Growth Management with evidence that satisfactory arrangements, financial and 
otherwise, have been made with Canada Post Corporation for the installation 
and activation of Community Mail Boxes (CMB) in locations satisfactory to the 
City of Hamilton.   
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Notes: 

 It should be noted to the owner and agent that there are a number of 
incorrect and unapproved street names shown on this plan.  Skinner Road 
was approved as it reads.  It was never given directional suffixes of East 
and West.  The use of the street name Shalem Road has never been 
approved by the City of Hamilton, and will not be, as it is too similar to two 
older existing streets known as Salem Road and Salem Avenue.  Shalem 
Road should not be used on any future plans, and will need to be replaced 
with another street name. 

   
 For the information of the applicant, access to Dundas Street from Blocks 

870, 858, and 864 will be restricted to right turns-in and right turns-out 
only.  Access from Dundas Street will not be granted to Blocks 879, 
859,863, 880, 860, and 862. 

 
 For the information of the applicant, access to Block 870 to Skinner Road 

must be a minimum 55m south of the south curb line of Dundas Street. 
 
 For the information of the applicant, access to Street A will not be granted 

to Blocks 860 and 862.  Access to Block 860 must be from Street B, and 
be located along the west lot line. Access to Block 862 must be from 
Street D, and located along the east lot line. 

 
 For the information of the applicant, access to Block 861 must be located 

toward the west lot line; and access to Block 856 must be located toward 
the east lot line. 

 
 For the information of the applicant, access to Dundas Street from Block 

870 will be restricted to right turns-in and right turns-out, and be located a 
minimum 70m west of the west curb line of the North Waterdown Arterial 
Road. 

 
 For the information of the applicant, Burke Street will be a controlled 

access road.  In this regard, no access will be permitted to Burke Street 
from any private lot or window road. 

 
 For the information of the applicant, should Block 867 and/or 866 exceed 

100 units a second access will be required.  Access will only be granted to 
Block 866 along Skinner Road toward the western property line.  A 
Sightline Study may be a condition of Site Plan Approval. 

 
 For the information of the applicant, Street C will be a signed Shared Use 

Road. In this regard, the minimum lane width on Street C will be 4.25m 
each. 
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 There is a City share for installation of the proposed services within the 
Draft Plan Lands, in accordance with the City’s Financial Policies adjacent 
to Parks, the district water tower, and SWM facilities. 

 The City will not contribute towards temporary works or works that may be 
 driven by the owner’s design or decision to optimize the development 
 footprint, such as construction of retaining walls. 

 The City will not contribute to additional road frontage created by changes 
to a SWM facility design beyond typical design details, such as walkway 
and decant area frontage. 

 If determined to be an arterial road through an approved Class EA, the 
City will contribute to the cost of Burke Street, in accordance with the 
City’s Financial Policies, Development Charge Policy, i.e. the cost of land 
beyond 26m and the cost of the road greater than a 2-lane local road, 
save and except for turning lanes, and any OMB approved settlement with 
respect to the Development Charge appeals. 

 The City will contribute to the cost of SWM Facilities #1, 3, 4, and 5, in 
 accordance with the City’s Development Charges Background Study and 
 any OMB approved settlement with respect to Development Charge 
 appeals. 

 The City will pay for the land required for the district water tower.  The land 
 shall be valued at the day prior to draft approval. 

 The City will contribute to the cost of trails in accordance with the City’s 
Development Charges background study and any OMB approved 
settlement with respect to Development Charge appeals. 

 All City Share contributions unless established as a Flat Rate are subject 
to public tendering policies of the City. 

 The City will contribute to the cost of galvanized fencing required for SWM 
facilities, the district water tower, parkland, public walkways and multi-
paths, and Burke Street, in accordance with the City’s Financial Policies 
for Development. 
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